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Abstract 
 
A ‘Toolkit’ of Small Molecules for Polymer Assembly and Post-Synthetic Modification 
Using ‘Click’ and Photoactive Chemistries 
 




 Small molecules have been synthesized toward the goals of constructing and 
modifying polymeric materials according to simple, generalizeable, and universal 
processes.  The prepared compounds rely upon a combination of photochemistry and the 
‘click’ philosophy to alter the architecture, bulk properties, or surface chemistry of 
polymers.  In Chapter 1, a review is presented that details the many implementations of 
the ‘click’ philosophy to polymer chemistry.  The influence of ‘click’ and photochemistry 
upon macromolecules is discussed using a topological approach to polymer architecture.  
Chapter 2 details the synthesis of several second-generation homobifunctional exogenous 
photocrosslinkers that extend upon previous work from our group.  Additionally, a first-
generation crosslinker is used to core-crosslink micellar aggregates of block copolymers.  
Chapter 3 describes the design, synthesis, and implementation of a photoactive ‘click’ 
activator for polymer surfaces.  This chapter extends the notion of a material-specific 
anchor from hard substrates to a range of soft polymer substrates.  Chapter 4 is an inquiry 
into the nature of the photoreaction of a standard photoactive moiety – benzophenone – 
with model compounds that represent polymers in which the crosslinkers of Chapter 2 are 
embedded.  Comparison of competitive rates of abstraction gives insight into the reactive 
preferences of the crosslinkers and anchors of the previous chapters.  In Chapter 5 small 
molecules and macromonomers are described that build upon the compounds described 
in previous chapters which collectively form the basis of a ‘toolkit’ approach to polymer 
assembly and modification.  Variations and extensions upon the ‘toolkit’ are detailed in 
order to give a sense of the future possibilities of this approach.
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“Macromolecules are all about us and we ought therefore to try to understand them. 
Substances so intimate to us, and in us for that matter, should surely engage the interests 
of the scientist.” 
 





Mr. McGuire: I just want to say one word to you. Just one word.  
Benjamin: Yes, sir.  
Mr. McGuire: Are you listening?  
Benjamin: Yes, I am.  
Mr. McGuire: Plastics.  
Benjamin: Exactly how do you mean? 
 





E pluribus unum. 







The field of synthetic polymer chemistry is relatively new when compared to 
other chemical subdisciplines such as natural products or analytical chemistry.  The 
‘original’ reaction in the field of polymer chemistry took place in the late 1830’s when 
Charles Goodyear added sulfur to natural rubber to produce a durable elastic rubber in a 
process that came to be known as vulcanization.  At the time, the chemical structure of 
natural polymers was largely unknown, but still chemists were able to modify the 
properties of these natural substances.  Completely synthetic polymers have historically 
been useful substitutes for natural or rare substances with desirable material properties, 
such as nylon substituting for the more arduously produced silk, or polyurethane coatings 
substituting for lacquer made from insect resin.  The recent progress of polymer 
chemistry over the last 50 years, however, indicates that the field is still rife with 
potential for impact in numerous practical and commercial areas from materials to 
biology and medicine. 
Polymers as a class of molecules are some of the most prevalent in our biology.  
DNA, proteins and carbohydrates are polymeric materials composed of nucleotides, 
amino acids, and saccharides, respectively.   Nature has developed complex systems 
relying on coded sequences that determine the chemical and material properties of 
biopolymers.  Just as Nature has developed methods to synthesize polymers from 
biological components, developments in the construction of synthetic polymers have led 
to an increasing number of polymerization methods, especially in the last 20 years.  The 
drive for new methods has been aimed at generating materials with higher and higher 
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degrees of control over the particular arrangement, order, and functionality of monomers 
within a polymer.  This increased control has led to a wide range of potential material 
architectures, which in turn has led to a vast array of properties for an ever-growing 
number of new applications. 
It should come as no surprise then that Biology and Nature have in served as 
inspiration for current trends in synthetic polymer chemistry toward increasing degrees of 
control, order, and functionality.  Nature has developed machinery to produce polymers 
with virtually the same length, sequence, and stereochemistry, and currently the best that 
chemists can do relies largely upon manipulating statistical processes and rates, and 
sometimes luck.  As a result, chemists must look for ways to reliably manipulate the 
properties of polymers that go beyond the tools that Nature has been able to develop.  By 
approaching the synthesis and manipulation of polymeric materials from a different point 
of view, we can take the best of what Nature has to offer while simultaneously going 
beyond its limitations.  Many of the forthcoming practical challenges in polymer science 
will necessarily be material in scope, and solutions will rely upon developing new ways 
to modify, tune, and alter the properties of materials in addition to developing new 
methods to synthesize those materials.1 
 Here I will describe our recent progress in efforts to develop methods for the 
modification of already-synthesized polymers, as well as our effort to combine the 
approaches of modification and synthesis toward the construction of materials that are 
expected to have unusual properties that would otherwise be unattainable using more 





1.2. Click Chemistries 
 
Parallel to advances in polymer chemistry over the last decade has been the 
emergence of a chemical philosophy called ‘click chemistry’.  Since 2001, click 
chemistry has had a profound impact upon materials chemistry and engineering, polymer 
chemistry and engineering, and biomedical engineering.  Although click chemistry has 
made many of the recent advances in polymer design possible, Sharpless and coworkers 
initially espoused it as an approach to the design of pharmaceutical drug libraries.2 
Click chemistry is not one particular reaction, but is instead a set of reactions that 
share common characteristics.  Foremost, click type reactions are intended to be high 
yielding, modular, widely applicable and should not generate offensive or dangerous 
byproducts.  Additionally, click reactions should be carried out under relatively simple 
conditions using available or easily prepared reagents in no or easily removed solvent, 
and the products must be easily isolable.  Finally, click reactions are intended to be 
chemoselective between reactive groups on the constituent reagents.  That is, there should 
be no undesirable side reactions with functional groups other than where the reaction is 
intended.   
This set of characteristics is ideal for the rapid generation of libraries of 
compounds for subsequent pharmacological examination, and is clearly inspired by 
Nature’s approach to the construction of biomolecules.  Nature also constructs complex 
molecules from simple components using a common set of reactions and cannot afford 
deleterious side reactions or byproducts.  The set of linkages used by Nature is relatively 
limited in scope: phosphate linkages for DNA, amides for peptides, esters for 
carbohydrates.  Click chemistry mirrors Nature’s approach, but has the added advantage 
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of not being limited to one set of linkages or another per material.  Click chemistry uses 
orthogonal functionalities, i.e. separate functionalities that will not react with each other, 
but only with their appropriate counterpart.   
Because it is a philosophy of linking components together, click chemistry is ideal 
for the synthesis, modification, and functionalization of natural, synthetic, and especially 
hybrid polymers and polymeric materials.3-5  To date, however, the term ‘click chemistry’ 
has been expanded to a number of reactions and its precise definition continues to be a 
source of debate for polymer chemists.6,7 
 
 
1.2.1. Azide-Alkyne Cycloaddition 
 
The premier click reaction is the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction 
between an azide and an alkyne.  Since its re-introduction as an effective coupling 
reaction by Sharpless, variations on the thermal Huisgen reaction have been introduced 
using catalysts and ring-strain to promote the cycloaddition.  Taken together, azide-
alkyne click chemistry has been implemented in numerous areas of chemistry, from 
synthesis and drug discovery to surface functionalization and conductive materials. 
Table 1.1. Examples of click chemistry using azide-alkyne cycloadditions to form 
substituted 1,2,3-triazoles. 
Components Adduct Variations References 













Alkyne Azide 1,4-Triazole 1,5-Triazole 
1. Cu(I) catalyzed 
(a only) 
2. Ru(II) catalyzed 
(b only) 
3. Thermal activation 
(a and b)  





















Room temperature [26] - [32] 




Of the variations on azide-alkyne cycloaddition chemistry (Table 1.1), the most 
widely adopted synthetic strategy is to use a catalytic amount of copper(I) to 
preferentially generate the E-regioisomer of a 1,2,3-triazole from an azide and a terminal 
alkyne.8  This reaction, known as copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC), 
has been used widely in large part because it places the substituents of the triazole in the 
least sterically hindered orientation at the 1 and 4 positions.  Although the mechanism is 
still being debated9, CuAAC generally proceeds with minimal Cu+ that can be provided 
directly in aqueous or organic solution by the reduction of a soluble Cu2+ salt, a ligated 
Cu+ complex10-12, or even by a small amount of salt in conjunction with the equilibrium 
amount of dissolved Cu+ from a solid copper wire13.  In synthetic chemistry, general 
CuAAC techniques have been developed to form triazoles in a one pot reaction from the 
product of a substrate with trimethylsilylacetylene followed by deprotection and CuAAC 
with a second azido-functional substrate.14,15  Since the azide and alkyne do not readily 
react with most biological functionalities, CuAAC has also been widely used to 
synthesize nucleotide and nucleoside derivatives.16   
Variations of CuAAC have been developed where it is desirable to have an iodo- 
or sulfonyl-functionalized triazole.17-19  Additionally, if ruthenium(II) is used in place of 
copper(I), the Z-regioisomer of the 1,2,3-triazole is preferentially formed with the 
substituents in more sterically hindered 1 and 5 positions of the triazole (Table 1.1).20  
The reaction between the azide and the alkyne can also be induced thermally around 70˚C 
to generate a mixture of the E and Z regioisomers of the triazole. 
Azide-alkyne click chemistry is advantageous in chemical synthesis for a number 
of reasons.  First, the azide and alkyne functionalities are relatively easy to introduce to 
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molecules containing a wide variety of other functionalities – including sugars21 and 
nucleotides22 – and they are relatively inert to most other functionalities.  The azide can 
be easily introduced by the SN2 reaction of a primary or secondary bromide with excess 
sodium azide (Figure 1.1), or even via diazotization of an aniline derivative followed by 
azidification.  The alkyne can easily be introduced via several routes, including 
esterification or amidation of carboxylic acids with propargyl alcohol or propargyl amine.  
Second, the reaction between the azide and alkyne can be carried out in water, which is 
incredibly useful for the functionalization of biomolecules that may be harmed by 
dissolution in conventional organic solvents. Third, the triazole adduct is peptidomimetic; 
functional groups are placed nearly the same distance apart as its biological analogue, the 
amide bond (Table 1.2).23,24  Lastly, in cases where it is undesirable to have transition 
metals present as catalysts, the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition may be induced under relatively 








Figure 1.1. Formation of an azide from a bromide by reaction (activation) with sodium 
azide. 
 














3.9 Å  
 Amino acid Amino acid Amide (Peptide) 
Click R  N N N R'  
NN
NR R'
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 The major practical drawback to the Cu(I) and Ru(II) catalyzed azide-alkyne 
cycloadditions is that the transition metals used to catalyze the reaction can be toxic to 
living cells.26   For biological applications, strained alkynes (e.g. cyclooctyne, Table 1.1) 
have been found to react with azides without the need for metal catalysts; these are 
typically called Cu-free or strain-promoted click reactions.26-32  Variations of the strained 
cyclooctyne have been developed – principally by the Bertozzi group – with substituted 
cyclooctyne rings to modify the hydrophilicity of the whole molecule and the ring-strain 
or electrophilicity of the alkyne.26-32  Developed derivatives include azadimethoxy-, 
monofluoro-, difluoro-, difluorobenzyl- and dibenzylcyclooctyne derivatives (Figure 1.2).  
Novel variations include dibenzylcyclooctadiyne30 with two alkynes in the cyclooctyne 
ring, biarylazacyclooctynone31 where the cyclooctyne ring contains an amide bond, and 
bicyclononyne32 where a functionalized cyclopropyl group acts as a handle to the 
cyclooctyne ring.  
 






Terminal alkyne Internal alkyne Monofluorocyclooctyne Difluorocyclooctyne  
F
F
R  R  
R
 NO R  
Difluorobenzyl-
cyclooctyne 








Bicyclononyne   




When working with click chemistries, it is worthwhile to protect or inactivate the 
azide or the alkyne while another process is taking place, and then to make the latent 
functionality available by activation or deprotection at a later time.  Such latent groups 
are very useful in materials applications, especially in polymer chemistry and polymer 
synthesis.  The most straight-forward approach to ‘protect’ an azide is to delay activating 
the bromide to the azide until such time as it is required (Figure 1.1). Activation as a 
strategy is ideal to introduce the azide because the reaction to form the azide is high 
yielding and optionally requires only simple aqueous separation of residual sodium azide.  
In contrast, it is generally more advantageous to introduce an alkyne in a protected form 
over the course of a synthesis instead of trying to introduce it immediately before 
reacting.  Terminal alkynes are best protected using alkylsilyl derivatives, several of 
which are shown in Figure 1.3.33-35  The groups shown are semi-orthogonal to each other 
since judicious selection of deprotection conditions has been shown to selectively 
deprotect one alkyne while leaving the others intact.36  Sequential deprotection and 
reaction by CuAAC was shown to generate polytriazoles with multiple different 
substituents clicked to alkynes on the same substrate.  Although protection by alkylsilyl 
moieities is not feasible for an internal alkyne, cyclopropenones effectively mask a 
strained alkyne.37  Deprotection of the cyclopropenone is effected photochemically to 
liberate carbon monoxide and the strained alkyne, and has been used to label azido-























Figure 1.3. Selection of protecting groups for alkynes 
 
 Although azide-alkyne cycloaddition chemistry has become the gold-standard of 
click chemistries, the development, expansion, and application of the click chemistry 




1.2.2. Other Cycloaddition Reactions Including Diels-Alder Chemistry 
 
In addition to the copper(I), ruthenium(II), thermal, and strain promoted 
variations of azide-alkyne cycloaddition chemistry, there are numerous other examples of 
cycloaddition and strain-promoted chemistries (Table 1.3).  While some are comparable 
to CuAAC, many of these are preferable to CuAAC because they do not require toxic 
transition metal catalysis.38 
The most closely related variations of azide-alkyne cycloaddition chemistry are 
azide-nitrile cycloaddition to form a tetrazole, and the reaction of an alkyne with a nitrile-
N-oxide or a nitrone to form a substituted isoxazole. In the first case, the reaction of an 
azide and nitrile is nearly identical to the reaction of an azide with an alkyne except the 
nitrile has a terminal nitrogen in place of the terminal C-H of the alkyne.  The same issue 
of regioisomeric (E and Z) products holds for the 1,2,3,4-tetrazole.  If the azide is 
replaced with another 1,3-dipolar compound like a nitrile-N-oxide or a nitrone, then 
similar 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions occur as with an alkyne.39,40  In the case of an 
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internal alkyne, reaction with a nitrile-N-oxide generates a 3,4,5-trisubstituted isoxazole, 
while reaction with a nitrone can yield a more highly substituted isoxazole.41  If the 
nitrone used is not highly substituted and reacts with a terminal alkyne, then the five-
membered isoxazole ring can rearrange and contract to a β-lactam.  Another closely 
related reaction is that of an azide with an ortho-(trimethylsilyl)phenyl triflate.42  In the 
presence of fluoride and crown ether, loss of the trimethylsilyl and triflate groups 
generates a reactive aryne that reacts with the azide.  Although the yields are not high 
enough (<85%) to truly be considered a click reaction, it bears the same motif as the 
azide-alkyne cycloaddition.    
 One of the most interesting extensions of the click methodology beyond the azide-
alkyne cycloaddition is the photoinduced reaction between an alkene and an aryl-
substituted tetrazole.43-45 This ‘photoclick’ reaction proceeds via excitation of the 
conjugated chromophore containing the tetrazole (254 - 365 nm), loss of molecular 
nitrogen from the 3 and 4 positions of the tetrazole, and reaction with an alkene to 
generate either a 1,3,5-substituted pyrazole or a 1,3,4,5-substituted pyrazole depending 
on the extent of substitution of the alkene (Figure 1.4).  This photoclick approach is 
highly compatible for reactions in biological environments because light is a clean 
reagent and the amount of nitrogen given off is relatively inert.  A derivative of the amino 
acid phenylalanine bearing a para-tetrazole has been shown to incorporate into a protein 





















Figure 1.4. A ‘photoclick’ reaction between a substituted tetrazole and an alkene to form 
a 1,3,5-substituted pyrazole. 
 
 The most commonly thought-of class of cycloaddition reactions is between a 
diene and a dienophile: Diels-Alder cycloadditions.  These reactions are either thermally- 
or catalytically-induced46 and tend to be valued for their combined properties of stability 
and lability under varied stresses.  The exemplar Diels-Alder cycloaddition between 
maleimide and furan is thermally-induced around 70˚C and the retro-Diels-Alder reaction 
occurs around 110˚C depending on solvent conditions.  Once the Diels-Alder adduct is 
formed, however, it is quite stable to mechanical stress.   
Two additional Diels-Alder chemistries in particular have been considered that 
attempt to satisfy the click philosophy: first, the reaction of norbornene with tetrazine 
diene or nitrile N-oxide, and second the reaction between a dithioester and a diene.47 48 49  
As with the ‘photoclick’ reaction of an alkene with a tetrazole, the reaction of norbornene 
– a strained alkene – with the tetrazine diene is accompanied by loss of molecular 
nitrogen resulting in a stable, non-reversible Diels-Alder adduct.  Similarly, the reaction 
of norbornene with nitrile N-oxide is comparable to the reaction of a strained alkyne with 
nitrile N-oxide resulting in a polycyclic isoxazole.  In the second case, the dithioester 
group is commonly found at the chain ends of a polymer synthesized by reversible 
addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT) and has been shown to 
undergo a Diels-Alder reaction with dienes.  This useful reaction for chain-end 
functionalization of RAFT polymers was optimized to an ‘ultrafast’ click reaction by 
introducing an electron-withdrawing group (Z in Table 1.3) in the α-position of the  
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Table 1.3. Various cycloaddition click reactions. 
Components Adduct References 














Nitrile Azide Tetrazole  







Alkyne  Nitrile N-oxide Isoxazole  











Internal alkyne Nitrone Isoxazole  
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Alkene Tetrazole Pyrazole  
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Maleimide Anthracene Diels-Alder adduct  










Norbornene Tetrazine diene Diels-Alder adduct  
R  




Norbornene Nitrile N-oxide Diels-Alder adduct  
S
Z
SR  R'  SS
R
Z R'  
[49] 




dithioester and reacting with a ring-strained diene (e.g. cyclopentadiene).49  Standard 
reaction conditions of 50˚C for 2 - 24 h for a normal dithioester-diene reaction were 
reduced to 10 min at room temperature for the ‘ultrafast’ protocol. 
Just as with the azide-alkyne cycloaddition chemistry, it is advantageous to 
protect and readily deprotect the components of a Diels-Alder cycloaddition.  The most 
straight-forward protection scheme is to protect one moiety (e.g. the alkene or maleimide, 
Figure 1.5) using a sacrifical dummy of the complementary moiety (e.g. furan).  
Deprotection simply involves removing the dummy group by retro-cycloaddition and 
then reacting with the same moiety in its functionalized incarnation.  A number of novel 
materials take advantage of this ease of reversibility of the Diels-Alder adduct, including 













Figure 1.5. A protection/deprotection scheme for Diels-Alder adducts that undergo 
reversible cycloaddition. 
 
1.2.3. Thiol-ene, Thiol-yne, Michael Addition 
 
Two of the most recent reactions to be identified with the click chemistry 
philosophy are the reaction of thiols with alkenes (thiol-ene) and alkynes (thiol-yne) 
(Table 1.4).50-52  Reaction of a thiol with a terminal alkene generates an anti-
Markovnikov thioester where the sulfur is bound to the less substituted carbon of the 
alkene.  Reaction with a terminal alkyne first generates the monoaddition product of an 
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alkenyl sulfide, but in the presence of excess thiol, a second addition across the alkene 
generates a dithioacetal.  These thioetherification reactions are most often induced 
photochemically in the presence of a radical initiator, although they can also be effected 
thermally.53  A special case of the thiol-ene reaction is the Michael addition of a thiol to 
maleimide in the presence of catalytic amounts of base or acid.54  This rapid room 
temperature reaction has a high yield under mild conditions. 
Thiol-ene and thiol-yne chemistries have been widely used in the bioconjugation 
community because of the biological availability of thiols in proteins as sites for 
attaching probes, surface anchors or other analytes.  The thiol of the amino acid cysteine 
is often oxidized and bound to the thiol of another cysteine residue to form a disulfide 
bridge.  Disulfide bridges are some of the only covalent crosslinks between sections of a 
polypeptide that give stability to the secondary structure of the protein. 
In polymer chemistry, thiol-ene and thiol-yne chemistries have become very 
heavily adopted in recent years because of their chemical compatibility to bridge 
functional groups present in both material and biological applications.50,55  Thiol-yne 
chemistry is also ideal for applications where structural branching is desirable (discussed 
in Section 1.3.1 below) because of the two-fold addition across the alkyne to form a 
dithioacetal.  As a result, thiol-yne chemistry has been used to generate branched and 











Table 1.4. Various thiol-ene and thiol-yne click chemistries. 
Components Adduct References 
R  SR'H  R
S R'
 
[50] - [53] 
Alkene Thiol Thioester  



























Maleimide Thiol Michael addition product  
S
Z
SR  Br R'  S
R R'  
[59] 
Dithioester α-Bromide Thioether  
 
 
Just as with azide-alkyne and Diels-Alder cycloadditions, it is advantageous to 
either protect or activate thiols, alkenes, and alkynes for reaction.  Protection of alkynes 
was discussed in Section 1.2.1, and protection of the maleimide functionality was 
discussed in Section 1.2.2.  A similar approach to that taken with Diels-Alder chemistry 
(Figure 1.5) is useful when approaching the protection of thiols (Figure 1.6).  Oxidation 
and capping a thiol with itself or with a second inconsequential thiol generates a disulfide 
that will not undergo thiol-ene or thiol-yne chemistry.  Reduction of the disulfide – and 
release of the sacrificial thiol when applicable – regenerates the original functionality for 
reaction.  Capping with an inconsequential thiol is an ideal way to protect surface bound 
functionalities because the released thiol is dissolved into solution and can be easily 
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washed away.  Masking the alkene is also possible, but as will be discussed below, the 










Figure 1.6. A protection/deprotection scheme for thiol: oxidation to the disulfide and 
reduction to the thiol. 
 
 
1.2.4. Other Click Chemistries 
 
In addition to the chemistries described above, the click philosophy has been 
ascribed to a number of other chemistries, both synthetic and biological.  These 
additional click chemistries are summarized in Table 1.5 and represent an ever-expanding 
notion of what comprises the toolkit for reliable construction of complex molecular 
architectures.  Although most of these chemistries have not been utilized in this work, 
understanding their benefits and uses leads to a more full ability to take advantage of the 
click philosophy.  This work relied upon only a limited set of click chemistries, but 
thinking topologically about click, orthogonality, and chemoselectivity leads to a 
wellspring of extensions and applications of the concepts presented herein.  The 
chemistries of Table 1.5 can be split into several categories: activated alkene chemistry, 
activated carboxylic acid chemistry, isocyanate chemistry, and selective non-covalent 
biological interactions. 
The reaction of either an epoxide or an aziridine with a nucleophile is a standard 
organic chemistry reaction.  Each proceeds with or without catalytic acid depending on 
the strength of the nucleophile, and the product is generally the β-substituted alcohol or 
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amine.  By viewing each as a spring-loaded alkene, however, we can imagine scenarios 
where the epoxide or aziridine is kept dormant as an alkene and then is activated via 
epoxidation or aziridination for subsequent reaction with a nucleophile that would not 
have otherwise reacted with the original alkene.  Under somewhat harsh conditions, the 
alkene may also be activated by oxidation to a ketone or aldehyde and reacted with an O-
hydroxylamine or a hydrazide to generate an oxime ether or hydrazone, respectively. 
Also well known to organic chemists is the reaction of an activated ester or an 
acid chloride with an amine.  These reactions proceed with very little activation to 
generate amides, and the reaction does not occur as long as the carboxylic acid is not yet 
derivatized.  Although the aforementioned alkene might be oxidized to a carboxylic acid 
under harsh conditions, carboxylic acids are prevalent in many natural and some 
synthetic polymers. 
Less prevalent in natural materials are isocyanates and isothiocyanates.  These 
two functional groups readily react with amines or alcohols to generate carbamides 
(ureas) or thiocarbamides (thioureas) and carbamates (urethanes) or thiocarbamates 
(thiourethanes), respectively.  These reactions are often found in a number of common 
material applications including paints, coatings, adhesives, and plastics. 
The final two entries in Table 1.5 are representative of the very selective non-
covalent interactions of some biomolecules, either with a particular moiety like biotin, or 
with a particular sequence of amino acids such as the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid 
sequence known by its abbreviated form, RGD.  Biotin selectively interacts very strongly 
with the protein streptavidin, a tetrameric protein consisting of four identical β-barrel 




Table 1.5. Additional click chemistries and ‘spring loaded’ reactions. 
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Biotin Streptavidin Streptavidin-Biotin complex  
R Arg Gly Asp R'  
  
[24], [25], [48], [66], [78], 
[94] 
RGD Integrin (αVβ3) Integrin-RGD complex  
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hand, is a more universal peptide sequence found in a number of adhesive proteins 
including fibronectin that selectively bind to a site on another protein such as an integrin.  
The RGD-mediated recognition of fibronectin by integrin at the periphery of the cell 
facilitates communication between the cell and the extracellular matrix environment by 
transmitting force two.  Although RGD is not the only such binding peptide sequence to 
have been recognized and integrins are not the only class of proteins known to bind RGD, 
the RGD-integrin interaction is an exemplar of this type of selective biological non-
covalent click chemistry. 
 
 
1.2.5. Applications of ‘Click’ Chemistry 
 
Specific applications of these many click chemistries will be discussed at length 
throughout this and subsequent chapters, but the paradigms of how chemists and 
materials scientists have taken to using click chemistry to date merit discussion.60  Click 
chemistry is principally a set of techniques for linking components in a selective, 
predictable, and high-yielding manner.  Click chemistries can be used to link two very 
incompatible entities that would not normally have been linked in close proximity.  Chief 
among these hybrids are synthetic-biological conjugate materials where one biologically-
derived section is linked via a click chemistry to another component that is synthetically-
derived.61  Additionally, pre-functionalization of complex molecules can be followed by 
click chemistry to attach a precious, expensive, or short-lived moiety that might have 
gone to waste in low-yielding synthetic steps.  For example, CuAAC has been used to 
join labels such as radiochemical 18F to biomolecules for use in positron emission 
tomography (PET) in order to enhance imaging and recognition62, and to efficiently 
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functionalize the surfaces of a large variety of different materials, biomolecules, and 
nanoparticles with other materials, biomolecules and nanoparticles (Chapter 3).63,64  Click 
chemistries have also been used to make, modify, and functionalize a tremendous number 
of soft materials, including synthetic polymers, biopolymers, and polymer micelles 
(Chapter 5).65-68  Click is especially adept at making new materials where it is important 
to have well-defined linkages to optimize mechanical, electrical or optical properties. To 
that end, CuAAC has been used to construct complex molecular architectures such as 






One of the foremost applications of the click philosophy has been to synthetic 
polymer chemistry, which is inherently a chemistry of linking together subunits into 
larger, more complex architectures.3-5  In order to understand how click chemistry has 
been applied to the field of polymer chemistry, it is useful to examine the topology of 
polymer architectures as well as some of the chemistries used to assemble them.  Our 
approach to polymer functionalization relies heavily upon the nature of the connections 
between units and reliably making those connections in a high yielding, chemically 
orthogonal manner in keeping with the philosophy of click chemistry. 
Two of the most commonly used polymerization techniques for well-defined 
linear polymer chains with low dispersion are atom-transfer radical polymerization 
(ATRP) and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT).70-72   
Both ATRP and RAFT are living polymerizations since the molecular weight of the 
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polymer depends linearly on the amount of reaction time.  In both cases, the polymer 
grows from an initiator comprised of a substrate with a leaving group bound by a labile 
covalent bond (Figure 1.7).  When that bond breaks homolytically, the resulting radical 
on the substrate can add an alkenyl monomer (e.g. an acrylate, styrene, etc.) to generate a 
new, generally secondary, radical at the growing end.  The radical end can either add 
another monomer to continue to grow the chain, or the leaving group – now bound to a 
mediating functionality – can return to cap the propagating chain radical and regenerate 
the labile bond.  Because the equilibrium between the chain-bound radical and the 
terminated chain lies predominantly to the side of the covalent bond, the addition of 
monomers to the growing chain is accomplished in a controlled manner with a very low 
probability of radical-radical recombination between two growing polymer chain ends.73  
The living character of the polymerizations is a due to this low probability of unintended 
termination events.  In ATRP there is generally a single growing chain employing 
bromide or chloride as the leaving group, while in RAFT a chain transfer agent – 
generally a dithioester – alternately acts as a leaving group for one chain while it caps 
another chain end grown from its opposite side.  An understanding of these 
polymerization mechanisms is necessary to take account of the possibilities for chain end 
functionalization, monomer orthogonality during polymerization, and what architectures 




















Figure 1.7. Generic mechanism for the controlled polymerizations ATRP and RAFT.  
Note: throughout the text parentheses are indicative of a polymer though the degree of 
polymerization has often been omitted for simplicity unless it is instructive. 
 
 
1.3.1. Polymer Architecture 
  
The living character of polymerizations like ATRP and RAFT makes it very easy 
to imagine complex polymer architectures that result from materials with blocks, regions, 
or alternating series of monomers joined together in a polymer.77  From the simplest 
architecture of a linear homopolymer we can imagine that a sequence of monomers can 
be varied to include the architectures shown in the first two rows of Figure 1.8.  Diblock 
copolymers are typically polymerized in sequence to generate a single chain with two 
regions, each made from a monomer that can have similar or very different properties 
from the monomer comprising the other block.  Single chain polymers that alternate 
between monomers or that vary randomly along the chain have also been developed, in 
addition to triblock copolymers where the ends may contain the same (ABA) or different 
polymers (ABC). 
Branching out from the linear backbone chains of many polymers are pendant 
functional groups that imbue a polymer with particular properties, from pH sensitivity to 
thermal reactivity, and from crosslinkable or degradable functionality to hydrophobic or 
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hydrophilic functionality.  Pendant groups can either be relatively small functional 
moieties, or else can be polymers themselves grown from – “grafted from” – or attached 
to – “grafted to” – the backbone (Figure 1.8, third row from top).  These two strategies 
produce polymers that have been given a number of different names including graft 
polymers, comb polymers, or brush polymers, and the grafts can either be the same 
polymer as the backbone or a different polymer altogether.  A third grafting strategy – 
“grafting through” – has also been introduced whereby the functional ends of the polymer 
grafts are polymerized together to form special high-density graft polymers called bottle-
brush polymers. 
Polymers attached together at some central multifunctional core are called star 
polymers, and the arms grown from (or attached to) the core can either be the same 
polymer or different polymers (Figure 1.8, fourth row from top).  When the arms are 
different, the stars are called miktoarm copolymers, and the arms can differ in molecular 
weight in addition to chemical identity.  Polymers can also be assembled into poorly-
defined network structures called hyperbranched polymers where there is not a uniform 
pattern of branching, chain ends, and structure (Figure 1.8, fifth row from top).  Polymers 
with well-defined branching are called dendrimers, and can vary in chemical 
functionality as they are assembled.78  If a dendrimeric structure is focused to a single 
point in a wedge-like structure, then it is called a dendron (Figure 1.8, sixth row from 
top). 
The structures shown in Figure 1.8 are by no means all of the possible single-
molecule polymer structures one can imagine, especially considering the possibility for 
block, alternating, and random linear configurations in each of the graft, star,  
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Linear homopolymer Diblock copolymer Alternating copolymer 
   
   
Random copolymer ABA triblock copolymer ABC triblock copolymer 
   
 
  
Linear homopolymer with 
pendant functional groups Graft (brush, comb) polymer Graft (brush, comb) copolymer 
   
   
Star polymer Miktoarm copolymer Miktoarm copolymer 
   
   
Hyperbranched homopolymer Homopolymeric dendrimer Heteropolymeric dendrimer 
   
  
 
Homopolymeric dendron Heteropolymeric dendron  
Figure 1.8. Cartoons of several polymer architectures constructed from different 
monomers that are represented by different colored chains. 
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hyperbranched and dendrimeric polymers.  This versatility of construction has given the 
field of polymer science a wide canvas on which to manipulate the material and chemical 
properties of polymers.  Additionally, when considering how polymers may aggregate, 
orient, and segregate, the supramolecular possibilities of polymer chemistry are truly 
profound, and will not be discussed here at any length. 
 
1.3.2. Functionalization of polymers 
 
With a basic understanding of the click philosophy and polymer architectures in 
hand, it is necessary to develop a topological view of polymer chains and how the click 
philosophy has been adapted to construct each of these structures.79-82  In order to 
somewhat limit this perspective, this section will focus predominantly upon the 
application of azide-alkyne click chemistry to the functionalization of polymers, but it is 
by no means the only method that has been used to do so.  In each example represented 
below, the azide and alkyne functionalities could – in principle – be replaced pairwise by 
any of the other functionalities described in Section 1.2 above. 
A linear polymer chain is comprised of three distinct regions that are affected by 
functionalization with azides and alkynes: the chain ends, the backbone, and pendant 
 
 
Figure 1.9. Generic topology of a linear polymer chain composed of chain ends (a), a 




groups (Figure 1.9).  Of these three, the CuAAC functionality in the backbone stands 
apart because it is the result of an azide-alkyne cycloaddition, bearing the triazole as the 
linkage between monomers.  As was discussed above, this linkage is analogous to amide 
bond formation in peptides, and poly(triazoles) have been reported to result from the 
polymerization of either homobifunctional monomers (A2 + B2) or heterobifunctional 
monomers (AB).83 
There have been a vast number of schemes to modify polymer chain ends, and 
each depends greatly on the functional groups present as a result of the polymerization 
method.  For the living polymerizations ATRP and RAFT, the initiator and leaving group 
determine the chain end functionality, whereas other polymerization techniques deposit 
other functionalities at the chain ends.  ATRP is especially versatile because the ATRP 
initiator can be pre-functionalized with a compatible moiety that must only be orthogonal 
to the ATRP mechanism in order to be present on the polymer chain end. 83,84  A typical 
ATRP initiator is a bromoisobutyryl derivative formed from base-promoted condensation 
of bromoisobutyryl bromide with an alcohol or amine (Figure 1.10), and both azide and 
alkyne functional initiators have been shown to be orthogonal to ATRP.85,86  A 
serendipitous benefit of ATRP is that the leaving group bromide is easily converted to an 
azide by reaction with sodium azide, but the bromide has also been converted into a 



































Figure 1.10. (a) Condensation of propargyl alcohol with bromoisobutyryl bromide and 
subsequent polymerization by ATRP. (b) (from left to right) An azido-functional ATRP 
initiator, an alkynyl functional ATRP initiator, and an α-alkynyl,ω-bromo-PtBA-b-




Figure 1.11. Conversion of an ATRP-polymerized polystyrene bromide end group into 
terminal azide by reaction with sodium azide. 
 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG), a polymer that is not polymerized by ATRP, has also 
been end-functionalized with alkynes and azides.  One technique to do so is to react 
telechelic hydroxy-terminal PEG with symmetrical anhydrides to directly link an alkyne 
to both ends, or to use an acetal anhydride to install twice as many azides at the ends as 
there were alcohols initially (Figure 1.12).89  In addition to the anhydride coupling, 
traditional carbodiimide coupling (DCC, EDC) can be used with alkynyl- and azido-
carboxylic acids to generate telechelic alkynyl- and azido-polymers from telechelic 
hydroxy-terminal polymers.  Natural polymers can be derivatized similarly depending on 
their end groups: amines and carboxylic acids of polypeptides, alcohols and protected-
alcohols of polysaccharides21, and phosphates and alcohols of polynucleotides.  In these 
cases, functionalization has been accomplished using similar coupling strategies such as 
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alkynylchloroformate derivatives, traditional carbodiimide coupling, or activated ester 






























Figure 1.12. Functionalization of bis-OH-terminal polyethylene glycol with alkynes and 
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Figure 1.13. (a) Chain end functionalization of an oligopeptide by butynyl 
chloroformate. (b) Chain end functionalization of an acetoxy-protected disaccharide by 
coupling with azidoethanol followed by deprotection. (c) Chain end functionalization of a 









Once a polymer is end-functionalized with a particular click moiety, it is readily 
apparent that subsequent reaction with any number of complementarily functionalized 
molecules – including other polymers – may yield a desirable coupling product.  An 
example is shown in Figure 1.14 where the coupling of an azide-terminal polystyrene 
(Figure 1.11) and an alkyne-terminal oligopeptide (Figure 1.13) forms a synthetic-
biopolymer hybrid material.61  It is readily apparent that the triazole adduct of the azide 









Figure 1.14. Azide-alkyne coupling of an azido-terminal polystyrene (Figure 1.11) with 
an alkyne-functional oligopeptide (Figure 1.13a) to generate a synthetic-biopolymer 
hybrid. 
 
 In addition to functionalization of linear polymers on the backbone and at the 
chain ends, many polymers have been click functionalized at pendant moieties covalently 
bound to the backbone.83  Depending on the monomers used to form the polymer, click 
functionalities can either be present directly as a result of polymerization, or can be added 
using orthogonal chemistry post-polymerization. 
Azide-functional monomers are ideal for incorporation during polymerization 
because the azide is orthogonal to ATRP in its reactivity.90  Figure 1.15a shows the 
synthesis of an azide-functional monomer via condensation of an azido alcohol with an 
acid chloride to yield a methacrylate with a pendant azide.91  Subsequent ATRP yields a 
block of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with the pendant azide before a second 
ATRP step incorporated a block of dimethylamino-functional PMMA.  Finally, post-
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functionalization of the polymer by CuAAC with an alkyne functional group yields a 
polymer with functionalized pendant groups.  More care must be taken, however, to 
retain an alkyne when polymerizing an alkyne-functional monomer; ATRP can add 
across a triple bond to yield a polyacetylene.  To that end, Figure 1.15b shows that a 
TMS-protected alkyne-functional methacrylate was polymerized by ATRP where the 
TMS group protects the alkyne from polymerization.92  Post-polymerization deprotection 







































Figure 1.15. (a) Synthesis of an azide-functional methacrylic monomer followed by two 
sequential ATRP steps and CuAAC to generate a diblock copolymer with pendant R 
groups attached via triazole linkages. (b) ATRP of a TMS-protected alkyne-functional 
methacrylic monomer followed by deprotection to yield a polymer with pendant alkyne 
functionality. 
 
 CuAAC functional biopolymers have also been synthesized in vivo via natural 
biosynthetic pathways.93  The unnatural amino acids in Figure 1.16 are a propargyl ether 
modified tyrosine (left) and an azide modified phenylalanine (right).  The minor changes 
to the natural amino acid structures do not inhibit incorporation of these unnatural amino 
acids in the resulting peptide, though the unnatural amino acids may affect protein 
folding and secondary structure relative to the native protein.  Once biosynthesized in 
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yeast, for example, alkyne- or azide-functional proteins have been tagged with any 
number of reporters, including dyes and fluorophores, biotin, or TEMPO to study 


















Figure 1.16. Natural amino acids and unnatural amino acid derivatives for the 
biosynthesis of CuAAC functional peptides. 
 
A polymer with functional sidechains can also be derivatized in a straightforward 
manner with azide- or alkyne-functional molecules depending on the functionality of the 
polymer and its orthogonality to the azide and alkyne.  Polymerization of acrylic acid 
monomer yields a polymer with easily functionalizable carboxylic acids pendant to the 
backbone.  Figure 1.17 shows the functionalized products of a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 
homopolymer (a, b) and copolymer (c, d) achieved through standard carbodiimide 
coupling with azido- and alkynyl- alcohols and amines.  The degree of functionality of 
the PAA can be tuned by adding sub-stoichiometric amounts of the alcohol or amine to 
yield greater or fewer functional groups randomly along the polymer chain.   
Once a polymer has been functionalized with a click moiety, the possibilities for 
subsequent functionalization are limited only by chemical orthogonality and the 
imagination.  Conjugation to pendant moieties along a backbone can generate variable 
densities of functional groups depending on the original composition of the polymer.  
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 a. b.  c. d.  
Figure 1.17. Post-polymerization modification for azide- and alkyne-functionalized 
poly(acrylic acid) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid). 
 
each repeat unit of the polymer by an azide-functional oligopeptide containing the RGD 
peptide sequence.94  The high density of RGD groups in the resulting hybrid polymer 
were intended to facilitate the attachment of cells via the RGD-integrin coupling 
described in Section 1.2.4 above.  Conductive polymers have also benefited from the 
functionalization of pendant azides and alkynes to afford materials with more desirable 
properties for various electronic applications.  Polyhexylthiophenes with pendant azide 
and alkyne groups have been CuAAC functionalized with fluorinated sidechains for 
increased hydrophobicity95, fluorophores for visualization95, and naphthalimides for 
electrically conductive films with advantageous photophysical properties96.  In each case, 
the target side chains are too fragile to have survived the initial polymerization 


















Figure 1.18. Functionalization of a polyvalerolactone with pendant alkynes by azide-
alkyne reaction with an azide-terminal RGD oligopeptide for cell adhesion. 
 
 The preceding discussion focused on the use of azide-alkyne cycloaddition 
chemistries to synthesize, modify, and functionalize polymers, but it is important to 
recognize that the strategies presented have also been applied using other click systems.  
Cu-free click between a bis-nitrile N-oxide and bis-alkyne has been used to polymerize 
materials (A2 + B2) where the isoxazole adduct is a constituent of the polymer 
backbone.40  Bulk PMMA with pendant furans has been crosslinked by bis-maleimide 
small molecules for self-healing applications97 while DNA with pendant norbornenes has 
been functionalized by tetrazine dienes47 or nitrile N-oxides48 for fluorescent tagging and 
affinity labeling.  Pendant and end-functional alkenes resulting from several types of 
polymerizations – ATRP, RAFT, and ring-opening polymerization (ROP) – have also 
been functionalized post-polymerization using thermal and photochemical thiol-ene 
chemistry to generate a wide array of functional materials.53  Though the predominant use 
of the click philosophy in polymer chemistry has been for post-polymerization 
functionalization of synthetic and natural polymers, there is a growing literature on the 
use of click as a polymerization technique in and of itself.83 
 Furthermore, although the preceding discussion focused on the use of click 
chemistries for the modification of linear polymers, the same strategies apply to the 
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synthesis of non-linear structures, such as hyperbranched polymers, dendrons, and 
dendrimers. 
 
1.3.3. Heterobifunctional Monomers and Polymers 
  
One of the keys to the growing use of the click philosophy as a polymerization 
scheme is the synthesis of heterobifunctional monomers and polymers.  The number of 
requirements for heterobifunctional molecules used in polymer synthesis is proportional 
to the level of desired control over the final polymer architecture. 
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Figure 1.19.  Condensation polymerization schemes: (a) AB. (b) A2 + B2. (c) AB*. (d) 
AB + CD.  The circle represents the adduct of A and B while the squares represent the 
adducts of B and C or A and D. 
 
Foremost, heterobifunctional molecules must have two different reactive groups 
(A and B).  If A and B are complementary, that is, if they will react with each other, then 
AB functional molecules can produce a polymer by the sequential addition of A’s to B’s, 
and B’s to A’s (Figure 1.19a).  AB condensation polymerization contrasts with another 
variety of condensation polymerization, A2 + B2, where difunctional molecules – each 
with one type of complementary reactive group or the other – react to form the polymer 
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(Figure 1.19b).98  Additional variations of this type of condensation using molecules with 
higher functionalities have also produced A3 + B2 branched and hyperbranched polymers. 
In cases where a higher degree of control and/or precision over the polymer 
architecture is warranted, two main strategies have been developed to restrict the 
uncontrolled addition of AB units.  The first strategy relies upon protected or latent 
functional groups that cannot undergo reaction until they have been deprotected or 
activated.  In order to grow polymers using this controlled technique, each protected 
monomer (AB*) must be added to the reactive end group and deprotected before the next 
protected monomer in the sequence can be integrated (Figure 1.19c).99,100  The literature 
on this strategy is extensive, especially for the synthesis of biopolymers such as 
oligopeptides, but the AB* strategy has also been used to grow synthetic 
poly(caprolactone)s99 and poly(fluorene)s100, each up to the 64-mer.  The second strategy 
to control the addition of monomers has been to use two orthogonal chemistries in an AB 
+ CD scheme (Figure 1.19d).  By judiciously selecting functionalities that will only react 
with a complementary functionality – B only reacts with C, D only reacts with A – 
polymers are grown by alternating the addition of AB molecules and CD molecules 
without the need for protecting groups and deprotection steps. 
Though this approach has most often been used with small molecule monomers, it 
can also be used with end-functional polymers to make heterobifunctional 
macromonomers.  These asymmetrical telechelic polymers, also known as α,ω-
heterobifunctional polymers, can act in the same way as the small molecule 
heterobifunctional monomers to generate block copolymers with highly complex 
sequences of blocks.  Because it is possible to vary any number of parameters of the 
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polymer in a controlled manner (molecular weight, sequence, tacticity, or side chain 
functionality), the constructed multi-block copolymer can be more highly complex than 
would be possible using conventional polymerization schemes alone.  Additionally, the 






















Figure 1.20.  Synthesis of a generic α,azide-ω,TMS-alkyne heterobifunctional polymer 
by ATRP. 
 
ATRP is ideally suited to generating α,ω-heterobifunctional polymers for use 
with azide-alkyne chemistry in terms of the AB* methodology presented above.  
Synthesis of a TMS-protected alkyne ATRP initiator is easily accomplished by the 
triethylamine-promoted condensation of 3-(trimethylsilyl)-prop-2-yn-1-ol with α-
bromoisobutyryl bromide (Figure 1.20).  ATRP under standard conditions is followed by 
the conversion of the terminal bromide to azide by stirring with sodium azide in N,N-
dimethylformamide.  The resulting α,azide-ω-TMS-alkyne polymer is then topologically 
equivalent to an AB* small molecule, where the heterobifunctional end groups are 
connected by a polymer. 
 
To this point, the discussion has primarily focused on the functionalization of 
linear polymers, but each of the strategies above can apply to non-linear architectures as 
well: branched, hyperbranched, dendrimeric, and even macrocycles.101,102  In those cases 
the distinctions between a chain end and a pendant group are less clear, however, the 
chemistries used to modify the polymers are the same.  Chapter 5 will revolve around the 
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synthesis of molecules to generate these more complex architectures while retaining 
control over connections by using click chemistries.  
 
1.3.4. Macroscopic Polymer Modification – Bulk and Surfaces 
 
Stepping away from the molecular perspective of polymers to a macroscopic 
material perspective, a tremendous number of post-polymerization polymer modification 
techniques have been developed, and they can roughly be divided into two categories: 
bulk modifications and surface modifications.  Bulk modifications – crosslinking, 
swelling, and UV curing103, for example – are affected throughout the entire polymeric 
material.  Surface modifications, however, are those that are limited to the interface 
between the polymer and its environment.  Examples of surface modifications include 
ozonolysis (and other self-limiting surface reactions), surface-initiated polymer brush 
growth, grafting to a polymer surface, adhesion, and self-healing.  Bulk and surface 
modification reactions are crucial in order to tune the material properties of a polymer 
without requiring alterations to its synthesis.  Some modifications, in fact, cannot be 
accomplished during a polymerization, and can only be accomplished afterwards. 
One of the primary reactions undertaken on bulk polymeric materials is to 
crosslink polymer chains.  Crosslinking can be accomplished during polymerization – 
using a bifunctional monomer – or after polymerization – as a result of some external 
stimulus.  Crosslinking during polymerization is preferable when preparing a polymer for 
which the material properties will be known given a certain set of synthetic conditions.  
This approach is often used industrially to generate large quantities of polymer where the 
goals of uniformity and quality have dictated consistent synthetic recipes.  Crosslinking 
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after polymerization, however, gives the laboratory engineer an opportunity to tune the 
properties of a polymer without resynthesizing the polymer.104  In situations where it is 
desirable to alter material properties such as elastic modulus, swellability, or 
thermoplasticity, post-polymerization crosslinking may be a more appropriate route to 
optimizing a material for subsequent applications.  
Surface modifications can, in principle, also be undertaken during polymerization 
or afterwards.  Specific functionalities, sidechains, or endblocks that self-segregate to a 
surface can be included on each chain during polymerization, thereby inducing 
reorientation and effective surface functionalization.  This approach, however, can leave 
residual functionalities in the bulk of the material, and so is not ideal in situations when it 
is desirable to retain a bulk polymer with particular properties and only change the 
surface.  In instances where selective surface-functionalization is required, the polymer 
surface must often be pre-functionalized by oxidative degradation or else coated with a 
material containing some functionality that effectively binds to the surface.  Oxidation of 
a polymer is often not feasible because it is not possible to control the degree to which 
the polymer structure is degraded.  Coatings, in contrast, are often specific to the material 
they intend to cover.  Coatings are also often held in place either by physical adsorption 
or by reacting with a particular functional group of the polymer.  Because of the range of 
surface and bulk properties of polymers – hydrophilicity, hydrophobicity, elasticity, 
deformation, etc. – finding a coating to permanently attach to a specific polymer surface 
without chipping or flaking can be difficult; finding a coating to permanently attach to 
and functionalize any polymer surface is therefore quite a challenge. 
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It is the notion of ‘universality’ of polymer synthesis and modification that is the 
goal of Chapters 2 and 3.  Chapter 2 demonstrates an approach to bulk polymer 
modification that is intended to crosslink any polymer chains irrespective of their 
chemistry, while Chapter 3 demonstrates an approach to polymer surface modification 
that is intended to functionalize any polymer surface irrespective of its chemistry.  Both 




1.4. Photochemistry for Polymers 
  
Photochemical methods are some of the most versatile techniques for both 
synthetic and natural polymer modification.  Photochemistry has long been used in 
synthetic chemistry as a means of applying or removing protecting group 
functionalities105, and it has been used in biochemistry for affinity labeling of proteins106 
and for the cleavage of synthetic peptides from substrates107,108.  The synthetic polymer 
community takes cues from the biochemistry community on ways to creatively adapt 
photochemistry to the modification and functionalization of polymers.  Although 
photochemical methods have long been used as the initiation step in numerous types of 
polymerizations, photochemistry has moved past simply being a source of radicals.  New 
implementation of photoactive groups allows polymeric materials to interact with their 
environment, to change properties as a result of stimulus by light, and to be activated and 
differentiated (e.g. patterned) using photons. 
Just as click functionalities have been incorporated into the architecture of 
polymers – as end groups, along the backbone, pendant, etc. (Section 1.3.2) – photoactive 
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moieties have also been built into polymers at the same positions.  Photoactive groups are 
just latent functionalities, protected by the absence of photons.  Once irradiated, the 
photoactive groups act in a predicable way to functionalize, degrade, or activate the 
polymer.  Light has already been seen to activate the ‘photoclick’ reaction between an 
alkene and a tetrazole (Section 1.2.2) and to induce thioetherification in thiol-ene and 
thiol-yne chemistries (Section 1.2.3), but below are several additional examples of how 
photochemistry has been used effectively to modify polymers. 
 
1.4.1. Polymer Crosslinking by Photochemistry 
  
Conventional crosslinking of polymers is achieved either during polymerization 
or in an indiscriminate matter following polymerization.  Inclusion of a difunctional 
monomer (e.g. a diacrylate) during polymerization causes polymer chains to add through 
both ends of the same molecule, thereby forming a junction where the two chains are 
covalently linked together.  The degree of crosslinking is determined by the relative ratio 
of the difunctional monomer to the monofunctional monomer used in the polymer 
synthesis.  This type of crosslinking is common when forming bulk crosslinked polymers, 
especially for applications where the polymer is intended to swell or requires mechanical 
toughness or elasticity.  Post-polymerization crosslinking can also be achieved via 
ultraviolet (UV) curing of a polymer.103  UV light is absorbed by the polymer, which 
causes some of the covalent bonds in the polymer to break.  The resultant radicals 
recombine with other radicals to form crosslinks between different polymer chains, or 
even to form interlocking loops of the same polymer chain.  It can be difficult to control 
the extent of crosslinking by UV curing, and the crosslinks are not necessarily uniform in 
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chemical composition.  Unless some additional functionality is built into the polymer 
backbone or the difunctional monomer, the crosslinks in both cases are irreversible.  
It is often desirable, however, to have a polymer that can crosslink on demand, 
and it is even more desirable if the separation of those crosslinks can be controlled on 
demand.  Two exemplar systems of this type are shown in Figure 1.21.  Each relies upon 
the photoinduced [2+2] cycloaddition of substituted alkenes to form a cyclobutane 
derivative.  This highly strained cyclobutane can be stable, but irradiation still leads to a 
photoinduced retro-[2+2] cycloaddition to regenerate the initial moieties.  Both 
coumarins and cinnamoyl moieties are known to undergo this reversible photoinduced 
reaction, and have been included in polymer backbones and also pendant to the backbone 
as shown.  When the [2+2] adduct is included in a polymer backbone, the entire structure 
of the polymer can be quickly degraded under irradiation, and when the free 
functionalities are pendant, the polymer can be crosslinked and un-crosslinked by 

























Figure 1.21. Reversible polymer photocrosslinking by the [2+2] cycloaddition of (a) 







1.4.2. Photodegradable Linkages in Polymers 
 
Not all photoactive moieties included in polymers lend reversible properties 
however.  A number of photodegradable polymer systems have been developed that rely 
upon light to break apart a polymer structure or else to release a bound molecule from the 
polymer.  The photocleavage of an ortho-nitrobenzyl (ONB) ester – also known as an 
ortho-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl (NBOC) – serves as an exemplar for the role of 
photodegradable units in polymers (Figure 1.22).109  When irradiated, a nitrobenzyl 
diradical is generated that abstracts a proton from the α carbon in the ortho position 
relative to the nitro group.  Following cyclization to a unstable five-membered ring and 
subsequent rearrangement, a nitrosoaldehyde and a carboxylic are released as the 
cleavage products of the ONB ester.  The ONB moiety has been used extensively as a 
protecting group not only for carboxylic acids as shown, but also for alcohols, amines, 
and amides.105,110,111  When the ONB group is installed via a carbonate or carbamate 
linkage, degradation is typically accompanied by loss of CO2 to form an alcohol or 
amine.  Furthermore, substituents bound to the benzyl ring can shift the excitation 































Figure 1.22. Mechanism of the photocleavage of an ortho-nitrobenzyl ester to form a 




 In polymers, ONB groups have been used at various positions in polymer 
architectures to selectively degrade polymer networks114, to cleave polymer brushes from 
surfaces where they were grown107,108, to modify the physical properties of polymers, and 
to release bound drugs115.  Figure 1.23a shows how a polymer network constructed from 
symmetrical chains containing a central ONB group are degraded to yield polymer chain 
segments with half the molecular weight of the precursor polymer.114  Depending on the 
functionality of the end junction used to construct the network (typically tri- or tetra-
functional), the actual molecular weights of the fragments were integer (3 or 4) multiples 
of half of the precursor molecular weight.  In order to release entire chains from a star 
polymer, or else to degrade a polymer into asymmetric units, the end-functional ONB 
polymer was also synthesized (Figure 1.23b).  An ONB pendant to a polyester can induce 
full degradation of the polymer backbone in the self-immolative process shown in Figure 
1.23c.116  After cleavage of the ONB and formation of the nitrosoaldehyde, loss of carbon 
dioxide is followed by formation of a cyclic urea in a cascade-type reaction.  Chain 
backbone cleavage is induced by the resulting phenolic moiety to fully degrade the 
polymer backbone. 
 ONB’s pendant to a polymer backbone can also generate functionality when 
irradiated.  Figure 1.23d shows a simple example of the deprotection of a pendant 
carboxylic acid by irradiation to remove the ONB.  The resulting polymer – poly(acrylic 
acid) (PAA) – is a very hydrophilic polymer owing to the carboxylic acid, whereas the 
precursor polymer was significantly more hydrophobic.  Changes in surface properties 





















































































drug = camptothecin, doxorubicin  
Figure 1.23. Photocleavage of ortho-nitrobenzyl groups: (a) in the center of a polymer 
backbone; (b) at the chain end of a polymer; (c) to induce degredation of a polymer 
chain; (d) to deprotect a pendant carboxylic acid and form poly(acrylic acid); and (e) to 
release a covalently bound drug molecule. 
 
photodeprotection strategies because of the desire to pattern regions of a surface using 
light; the benefits to patterning using light are discussed in Section 1.4.3 below. 
Finally, ONB’s have been used to release drugs by breaking covalent attachments 
to polymeric materials.115  Pharmaceutical drugs are often delivered into the body as salts 
of the active compound because the salt is easier to isolate and work into solid form (e.g. 
pills).  Figure 1.23e demonstrates how cleavage of an ONB carbonate or carbamate 
releases a drug (camptotecin or doxorubicin) in its native state, without the need to make 
it a salt.  Irradiation of the pendant ONB releases the drug as a carbonic or carbamic acid, 
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Throughout the following chapters, additional examples of the use of 
photochemistry to modify polymer architectures will be discussed, however, one 
particular application – patterning – deserves mentioning because it is a technique that 
employs photochemistry to localize the effects of an external stimulus.  Whereas changes 
in temperature, pH, and shape are generally applied to a bulk material as a whole, the 
application of light can easily be restricted to particular areas of a material via irradiation 
through a photomask.  This ability to pattern a material with light allows the engineer a 
large range of control over the material properties of a polymer.  Although the polymer 
chemist is typically concerned with establishing domains of chemical functionality within 
the polymer chain, macroscopic domains larger in size than the polymer itself can be 
delineated as a result of photopatterning.  For example, photopatterning can selectively 
crosslink polymers with pendant coumarin groups (Figure 1.21) to generate regions of 
stiff, crosslinked polymer chains and regions of flexible, uncrosslinked polymer chains.  
Photopatterning can selectively deprotect pendant ONB’s to generate hydrophilic PAA 
regions in contrast to hydrophobic regions of unprotected ONB for deposition and 
reaction of water-soluble analytes (Figure 1.23d).  Photopatterning can also selectively 
induce ‘photoclick’ reactions between an alkene and a tetrazole (Table 1.3) or thiol-ene 
and thiol-yne reactions (Table 1.4) within a polymer scaffold to selectively attach 
molecules only to particular regions.  Chapter 3 will take up the notion of patterning and 
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– The ‘click’ philosophy is one of linking components together and manifests in many 
different combinations of chemical functionality. 
– The ‘click’ philosophy is ideally suited to polymer synthesis, which is also a 
chemistry of linking together components regardless of whether the polymer is 
natural, synthetic, or a combination. 
– Protection and activation schemes are crucial to controlling the extent of high-
yielding ‘click’ reactions. 
– Polymers can essentially bear functionalization at three distinct positions: chain ends, 
along the backbone, and pendant to the backbone.  ‘Click’ chemistries have been used 
at each position. 
– Bulk polymers and polymer surfaces have been photochemically modified in 
numerous ways via crosslinking, photodegredation, and patterning. 
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2. Homobifunctional Crosslinkers 
 
The goal of Chapter 2 is to develop compounds that are capable of crosslinking 
any polymeric material in a localized manner without degrading the polymer structure.  
By retaining the chemical properties of the bulk material and only changing the amount 
of exogenous crosslinker added to the polymer, we hope to tune the crosslink density of a 
polymer in order to alter its mechanical properties (moduli), durability, swellability, and 
architecture.  This strategy obviates the need to synthesize a new polymer for each 
different set of desired properties, and would therefore be advantageous when seeking to 
tune a material for a given application.  Additionally, when a polymer is comprised of 
highly complex monomers or blocks, crosslinking by a degradative process such as 
ultraviolet irradiation can eliminate functionality installed during a potentially expensive 
synthesis.  
 Modulation of crosslink density provides a method to alter the mechanical 
properties of a polymer network without altering its chemical properties.  A crosslinked 
network is a single covalently bound molecule with a highly complex, branched 
architecture.  By viewing the network as linear polymers connected at junction points to 
other linear polymers, however, it is possible to see how crosslink density can play a role 
in the network’s mechanical strength, as well as its swellability and a propensity to 
intercalate other molecules.  A higher number of crosslinks will bind polymer chains 
together more tightly, increasing the polymer modulus.  The distance between junction 
points is also related to the size of the voids between polymer chains, so a higher number 
of junction points in a given volume will cause the voids between polymer chains to be 
smaller.  When the polymer is swollen, the voids fill with solvent, increasing the overall 
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volume of the network.  If the network is tight with a high crosslink density, less solvent 
will be able to fill the voids, while a looser network can contain more solvent.  In 
addition to solvent, the voids may host intercalated, non-covalently bound molecules 
such as drugs, which, depending on the crosslinking density and degree of swelling, then 
navigate through the crosslinked network to be released to the environment.1,2 
Crosslinked polymer networks and gels are an important class of biomedical 
materials.3-7  By controlling crosslinking in the bulk and in films, polymer properties are 
optimized for use within the body where slight changes in pore size or modulus can be 
the difference between biocompatibility and rejection.8  Whether as substrates on which 
cells are grown or as a locally injectible drug delivery system, hydrogels are used widely 
because they mimic the structural characteristics of the extracellular matrix and can 
readily be swollen with fluids that provide nutrients to growing cells.9-12  Inclusion of 
photodegradable and biodegradable linkages in hydrogels has enabled the triggered and 
sustained release of drugs from polymer hydrogels in vivo.13 
 
 
2.1. Introduction, Motivation 
 
Crosslinking of a polymer has been accomplished in a number of ways and can be 
broadly classified as occurring either during polymerization or post-polymerization.14  In 
order to occur during polymerization (Figure 2.1a), a difunctional monomer (e.g. a 
diacrylate, dark gray) must be copolymerized with a monofunctional monomer (e.g. an 
acrylate, light gray) such that reaction at both ends of the difunctional species yields 
covalent connections between otherwise linear polymers.  By changing the relative ratio 
of monofunctional to difunctional monomers, the crosslink density can be adjusted.  
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Because not all difunctional monomers necessarily react at both ends in order to form a 
crosslink, the crosslink density cannot be known for certain a priori.  Additional 
functionality such as degradability can be built into an architecture that is crosslinked 
during polymerization by including more complex monofunctional and difunctional 
monomers.  Crosslinking by polymerization has also been used to tie together polymer 
brushes and to lock in place preorganized, supramolecular structures such as micelles.  
For example, pendant vinyl groups have been polymerized to vary the stiffness of a 
polymer film15 while diacetylene units have been polymerized to crosslink organic shells 
around gold nanoparticles.16 
Several post-polymerization crosslinking schemes depend upon the installation of 
pendant functionalities during polymerization or as a pre-crosslinking step after 
polymerization.  Once installed, the pendant functionalities are crosslinked by reaction 
with each other (Figure 2.1b, dark gray) as in the case of pendant coumarins17-24, 
cinnamoyl groups25,26, thiols, and trithiocarbonates, or else the pendant functionalities can 
be reacted with a bifunctional exogenous crosslinker (Figure 2.1c, blue).  Examples of the 
latter type include CuAAC to crosslink pendant alkynes using a diazido-PEG oligomer27-
29, crosslinking pendant hydroxyl groups with a bisisocyanate30, crosslinking pendant 
isocyanates with a bisamine31, and crosslinking pendant furans with a bismaleimide32-34.  
Depending on the intended application, degradable or reversible crosslinks such as the 
[2+2] adduct of coumarin or the Diels-Alder adduct of maleimide and furan may be 
preferable to permanent covalent crosslinks such as the triazole from CuAAC.  In both 
cases, not all of the pendant groups are likely to react to form crosslinks between 
different chains; some will remain unreacted while others may react with a pendant 
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functional group on the same chain.  Other schemes have been developed whereby a 
pendant functional group on one chain reacts directly and indiscriminately with another 
chain – e.g. polymer crosslinking via photochemical activation of pendant azides35, 
phenyl azides36, or benzophenones37,38 – but such schemes still rely upon installation of 
functionality during polymerization or else a post-polymerization functionalization step 
with some particular moiety on the polymer. 
A functional polymer backbone can also take part in crosslinking, albeit primarily 
in terms of physical entanglement as opposed to covalent binding.  A backbone 
containing reversibly degradable linkages (e.g. maleimide-furan adducts or [2+2] 
coumarin or cinnamoyl adducts) can be degraded, and upon reformation polymer chains 
can entangle (Figure 2.1d).39  If complementary functionalities are installed pendant to 
the chain, then a network is likely to be formed containing covalent crosslinks between 
polymer chains. 
An ideal polymer crosslinking strategy would not require polymer pre-
functionalization during polymerization or during a post-polymerization step, and would 
universally crosslink any polymer independent of the pre-existing functional groups on 
that polymer.  Irradiation with ultraviolet light can induce polymer crosslinking, but the 
mechanism relies on breaking bonds to form radicals that then recombine 
indiscriminately to form crosslinks.  Although this method is effective on large scales and 
for curing polymers to ‘completion’, it degrades the structure of the polymer and is not 
practical for well-defined crosslinking.   
An alternate approach involves an exogenous molecule dissolved into the polymer 
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Figure 2.1. Crosslinking schemes: (a) during polymerization; (b) by symmetrical pendant 
functionalities; (c) reaction of a bifunctional molecule with particular pendant 
functionalities; (d) degradation and reformation of polymer backbone to entangle; and (e) 







first approximation, only 25% of the molecules introduced should form covalent 
crosslinks, but continued activation of the crosslinking molecules may increase that 
percentage well above the statistical value.  This approach has been used to crosslink 
polystyrene films in order to inhibit dewetting, and forms the starting point for the 
improvements that are sought in this chapter. 
 
2.2. Candidates for New ‘Universal’ Crosslinkers 
 
Previous work has shown that dissolution of a bis-benzophenone small molecule, 
1, into a polystyrene thin film will inhibit the dewetting of the film after photochemical 
activation.  The mechanism of its action upon the polymer is thought to involve hydrogen 
atom abstraction from a C-H bond by an excited benzophenone moiety, and subsequent 
radical-radical recombination to form a covalent bond to the atom from which the 
hydrogen was abstracted (Figure 2.2a).  Because two benzophenones are tethered 
together in 1, independent reaction at both ends yields a crosslink.  That compound, 
however, was found to crystallize in thin films of other polymers, thereby limiting its 
ability to properly disperse throughout the film.  As a result, we set about to synthesize 
analogous compounds that would still act to crosslink the polymer, but ones that would 
not crystallize upon dissolution in the polymer.41 
Several characteristics of 1 are highly advantageous for a universal crosslinker: 
the molecule is activated using light at reasonable wavelengths; the hydrogen abstraction 
reaction by benzophenone is well-studied and proceeds with a high quantum yield; 
benzophenone reacts with C-H bonds which are present in nearly every conceivable 
polymer; and 1 is synthesized in a straight-forward, high-yielding DCC coupling.  The 
ideal next generation universal crosslinker should share similar characteristics, but would 
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not phase separate when dissolved in a polymer.  Taking inspiration from photoaffinity 
labeling in proteins42 and cells43, several functional groups were found to satisfy some or 
all of these criteria (Table 2.1). 
 The extensive aromatic π system of benzophenone is likely responsible for the 
high crystallinity of 1 in bulk and in polymers, especially in polymers without aromatic 
rings that disrupt the π complexation of 1 with itself.  Structurally similar compounds 
such as xanthone and thioxanthone would most likely still have unfavorable crystallinity, 
however their different photophysical properties44 and their availability make them 
interesting candidates to include here regardless. 
A photoactive moiety that contains fewer aryl groups per moiety compared to 
benzophenone is phthalimide.  The photochemistry of the phthalimide is also well-
studied, and its carbonyl undergoes photoinduced hydrogen abstraction like that of 
benzophenone (Figure 2.2b).45-47  The phthalimide moiety is easily installed by SN2 
reaction of a terminal bromide with potassium phthalimide salt, and unlike 
benzophenone, a phthalimide is comprised of two carbonyls, each of which is a potential 
site for hydrogen abstraction.  A drawback to the use of phthalimide is that it is capable 
of numerous side reactions48-51, photorearrangements52 and ring-enlargements53,54 that 
may decrease its overall efficiency as a crosslinker. 
 Nitrenes and carbenes, like hydrogen abstractors, are reactive with a wide range 
of functional groups present in polymers, including C-H, N-H, and C-C bonds, and can 
be generated photochemically.55,56 Several functional groups are known to produce 




Aryl azides have been used to label proteins57,58 and membranes59,60, crosslink 
polymers36, and graft polymers to functionalized surfaces61,62.  Photochemical excitation 
of the aryl azide liberates molecular nitrogen to generate a highly reactive nitrene, which 
can subsequently insert into a C-H or C-C bond, for example (Figure 2.2c).63  The aryl 
ring and its substituents (e.g. fluorine atoms64) stabilize the aryl azide relative to an alkyl 
azide to increase its practical utility.65  A drawback to the use of azides for labeling, 
however, is that side reactions occur to deactivate the nitrene: ring expansion of the aryl 
nitrene yields a cyclic ketenimine that can only then react with a nucleophile (Figure 
2.2c). 
Whereas azide photochemistry generates a nitrene, diazo compounds and 
diazirines decompose upon irradiation to release molecular nitrogen and generate a 
carbene.43,66  Like the nitrenes, diazo compounds and diazirines have also been used to 
label proteins67-70 and membranes71, and to graft analytes to functionalized surfaces72.  
Fluoroaryl and fluoroalkyl groups are often included in the α-positions relative to the site 
of the carbene to increase the stability of the diazirine and the lifetime of the resultant 
carbene.  The synthesis of diazirines requires a number of steps and is a major drawback 
to their use as universal crosslinkers.72,73   
The final set of compounds considered as substitutes for benzophenone in a 
second generation universal photocrosslinker consists of enediynes74 and dialkynyl 
imines75.  Enediynes and dialkynyl imines cyclize thermally and photochemically to form 
1,4-benzene and 2,5-pyridine diradicals via a Bergman cyclization.74,76,77   Since the 
diradicals are in para positions on the aromatic rings, they do not readily recombine with 




Table 2.1. Candidates for improved photoactive bis-functional crosslinkers. 
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Although this hydrogen atom transfer does not directly produce a covalent bond 
to the source of the hydrogen atom as in the case of benzophenone, the radicals on the 
substrate can recombine to form crosslinks.  In the presence of an electron donor, the 
benzyl product of the Bergman cyclization can absorb another photon, rearrange, and 
effect two additional hydrogen atom transfers from a substrate, yielding two additional 
radicals for recombination.  A drawback of using enediynes and dialkynyl imines, 
however, is that latent radicals on the crosslinker may persist in the material without a 
mechanism for deactivation. 
Given the potential benefits, drawbacks, and availability of each of the functional 
groups in Table 2.1, several second generation homobifunctional universal crosslinkers 
were designed and synthesized.  In addition to the symmetrical bis-xanthone, bis-
phthalimide-, and bis-phenyl azide derivatives, an asymmetrical benzophenone derivative 
was designed and synthesized in an attempt to disrupt the crystallinity of compound 1 



















































Figure 2.2. Mechanisms of the photoreaction of (a) benzophenone hydrogen abstraction, 






2.3. Preparation of Homobifunctional Crosslinkers 
  
The procedure for the synthesis of the bis-benzophenone, 1, was previously 
reported by Carroll, et al., and involves the esterification of a 3-benzoylbenzoic acid with 
ethylene glycol promoted by dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and 4-pyrollidinopyridine 
(4-PP).40  Purification by filtration then washing with water, 5% acetic acid, water, and 
saturated sodium chloride solution was followed by column chromatography to yield the 
symmetrical crosslinker, 1 (Figure 2.3).81  That procedure was modified to synthesize the 
second-generation crosslinkers 2 - 4 (Figure 2.4 - Figure 2.6).82-84  Compound 2 was 
synthesized using a 1:1 mixture of 3- and 4-benzoylbenzoic acids, while 3 and 4 were 
prepared using 3-carboxyxanthone and 4-azidobenzoic acid, respectively.  Compound 5 
was prepared by the reaction of potassium phthalimide salt with 1,6-dibromohexane, and 
isolated by extraction with water and column chromatography (Figure 2.7).85  The 
structures of compounds 1 - 5 were verified using 1H NMR to ensure only difunctional 
molecules were used for subsequent crosslinking studies. 
We hypothesized that the asymmetrical adduct of 2 would be less likely to 
crystallize in situ, so an attempt to remove symmetrical crosslinkers – 1,2-ethyl bis(3-
benzoylbenzoate) and 1,2-ethyl bis(4-benzoylbenzoate) adducts – from the gummy, 
mixed product 2 by crystallization from hot ethanol yielded two fractions for evaluation: 
filtrand (A) and filtrate (B).  Although it was not possible to determine the relative 
amounts of the 3 bis-functional products in each of the fractions A and B, the relative 
proportion of 3-benzoylbenzoate and 4-benzoylbenzoate moieties as determined by 
integration of characteristic peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum was found to be 1:3 in A and 
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2.4. Core-Crosslinked Micelles and Crosslinked Thin Films  
(with Kavita Vemishetti and Nick Carbone) 
 
To extend the use of the homobifunctional photocrosslinkers described above, we 
sought to apply the photocrosslinking methodology in systems such as homopolymer thin 
films and polymer micelles.  The work on homopolymer thin films extends the original 
use of 1 in polymer thin films as a means to prevent film dewetting upon heating.40   In 
order to investigate the behavior of the second-generation crosslinkers in polymer films, 
compounds 1 - 5 were codissolved with polymer in a suitable solvent, cast into films, 
irradiated, and analyzed using gel permeation chromatography.  The results of these 
experiments are being reported in a forthcoming thesis, and so will not be repeated here.86    
 Similarly, experiments were undertaken to use 1 in an attempt to crosslink 
copolymer micelles in order to prevent dispersion upon dilution.  The results of those 
experiments are detailed below.  
 
2.4.1. Introduction to Core-Crosslinked Micelles 
 
Block copolymers composed of dissimilar blocks aggregate in formations that 
maximize favorable polymer-polymer or polymer-solvent interactions while minimizing 
disfavorable interactions.87  The morphology of the aggregate depends upon the 
constituent block lengths and identities, and can span a wide range of architectures: from 
micelles, spheres, and vesicles to loose clusters, lamellae, and cylinders.88-91 
Morphologies also vary depending on types and amounts of solvent, temperature, and the 
number and order of blocks composing the polymer.92  In the case of a micelle, the total 
molecular weight of the aggregate varies depending on the copolymer molecular weight, 
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the relative amount of the soluble component of the copolymer, the number of blocks in 
the polymer (e.g. diblock vs. triblock), and changes in temperature that affect the 
mobility of the blocks in the aggregate.93  In order to prevent external stimuli from 
altering an intended configuration of the block copolymer aggregate, in situ crosslinking 
can lock polymer chains in place.  Crosslinking of micelles containing blocks bearing 
pendant cinnamoyl94, coumarin95, hydroxide96, pyridine97, and trimethoxysilane98 
functionalities has succeeded in holding together the micellar aggregate despite changes 
in concentration or temperature that might have otherwise degraded the micelle.99,100  
Crosslinked micellar structures such as these have potential application as drug delivery 
vehicles, colloidal additives to bulk polymeric materials, and as nanometer-sized three-
dimensional patterns and templates.101-105 
As mentioned above for other crosslinkable polymeric systems, a pendant 
crosslinking moiety has most often been included during synthesis of the block 
copolymer.  This strategy is useful for crosslinking at particular locations in an aggregate 
(e.g. polymer end groups, midpoint, etc.), but it does not offer the possibility to 
universally crosslink any of these morphologies without resynthesizing the material itself.   
To overcome the synthetic necessity of including pendant crosslinkable moieties and to 
potentially facilitate the generation of libraries of micelles with varying crosslink density 
from the same preformed polymer, the homobifunctional crosslinker 1 was introduced to 
the core of a polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) micelle and irradiated.    
Examination by surface tensiometry and intercalated pyrene fluorescence showed 
retention of micellar properties after dilution below the critical micelle concentration 
(cmc), verifying that the core-crosslinked micelle was locked in place by molecular 
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bridges formed by 1.  This ‘universal’ approach is advantageous because of the diversity 
of synthetic and natural polymers which have been shown to form micelles: block 
copolymers such as polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid)106, poly(n-butyl acrylate)-block-
poly(acrylic acid)107,108, polybutadiene-block-poly(ethylene glycol)109; hyperbranched 
polymers110; DNA111; and phospholipids112. 
 
2.4.2. Preparation of PS-b-PEG Micelles 
 
PS-b-PEO (Figure 2.8a) is a well-behaved block copolymer that readily forms 
micelles in solution and is commercially available with PS and PEO blocks of many 
different molecular weights.  Morphologies of PS-b-PEO are well studied at different 
concentrations, in different solvents, and at different temperatures.113-118  Additionally, a 
number of analytical techniques have been used to monitor and characterize the 
formation of PS-b-PEO micelles, including static and dynamic light scattering119, small 
angle neutron scattering120, fluorescence of intercalated pyrene121, and computer 
simulations122.   
 The most important property to measure for any micelle-forming block copolymer 
is its critical micelle concentration (cmc), which is the concentration at which individual 
polymer chains in solution (unimers) begin to aggregate into micelles.  At concentrations 
below the cmc, only unimers are present in solution with no micelles, and at 
concentrations above the cmc both unimers and micelles are present in solution.  The cmc 
represents a balance of the driving forces for the copolymer blocks to form micelles and 
depends upon the absolute and relative molecular weights of the copolymer blocks, their 
chemical composition, the solvent and temperature.  A low cmc indicates the polymer 
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readily forms micelles because of very unfavorable interactions of one block with the 
solvent while the other block interacts very favorably with it.  Micelle formation is not 
likely to be observed if both blocks are soluble in the solvent.  It is possible to directly 
measure the cmc because a number of properties change at the critical concentration: for 
example, surface tension, light scattering, and optical activity all change dramatically at 
the cmc.123  For PS-b-PEO in water, a typical cmc is between 0.02 and 2 mg/mL, but is 





Figure 2.8. Structures of compounds used in the micelle study in addition to 1: (a) 
polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide); and (b) pyrene.  
 
To form micelles, PS-b-PEO (Polymer Source, Inc., Mn = PS(9500)-b-
PEO(9500), PS91-b-PEO216, Mw/Mn = 1.07) was dissolved in Millipore filtered deionized 
water and stirred overnight.  In order to determine the cmc of the PS-b-PEO, solutions 
were then subjected to either surface tensiometry or transferred to a vial containing a 
pyrene residue (Figure 2.8b) then stirred overnight once again for subsequent pyrene 




2.4.3.1. Surface Tension 
 
The surface tension of PS-b-PEO at various concentrations in water was 
determined using the Wilhelmy plate method on a Krüss K12 surface tensiometer.  Since 
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block copolymer micelles do not rapidly adjust to changes in dilution, solutions in the 
range of 0 – 0.1 mg/mL of PS-b-PEO in water were prepared and equilibrated prior to 
measurement.  A platinum plate of known width was dipped into each solution, and the 
force was measured as the plate was removed from the solution.  The surface tension of 
the solution, σ, was calculated according to Equation 2.1 from the force exerted by the 
solution wetting the plate, F, the width of the plate, l, and the contact angle of the liquid, 
θ.  The surface tension of the PS-b-PEO in water is plotted in Figure 2.9a as a function of 
block copolymer concentration.  The cmc of the block copolymer is the concentration at 
the intersection of a line tangent to the steepest part of the curve with a line tangent to the 
curve at pure water (where [PS-b-PEO] = 0).  For the data plotted in Figure 2.9a, the cmc 







 Equation 2.1 
Equation 2.1. Equation for surface tension, σ, by the Wilhelmy plate method calculated 







Figure 2.9. Surface tension (a) and pyrene fluorescence (b) measurements of aqueous 
solutions of PS-b-PEO.  Extrapolation of the lines tangent to the steepest slope give the 




2.4.3.2. Pyrene Fluorescence 
 
To verify the cmc determined by surface tensiometry, the fluorescence of 
intercalated pyrene (Figure 2.8b) was also used to characterize the PS-b-PEO micelles.  
Prior to micelle formation, block copolymer unimers do not enhance the amount of 
insoluble pyrene in aqueous solution.  Once aggregated, however, block copolymer 
micelles intercalate pyrene to their hydrophobic core.  Since the solubility of pyrene is 
very low in pure water, fluorescence experiments can be used to monitor micelle 
formation according to the concentration of copolymer necessary to take up the 
fluorescent pyrene within the micelle core.106,114,121,124,125  When pyrene intercalates into 
the polystyrene core of a copolymer micelle, the fluorescence spectrum undergoes three 
characteristic changes: the (0,0) band red shifts from 332 nm to 338 nm, the vibrational 
structure of the characteristic peaks changes, and the fluorescence lifetime increases from 
200 ns to approximately 350 ns.  As more pyrene is taken up into the micelle core, the 
broad excimer peak also increases in the range 425 – 550 nm.  Its characteristic behavior 
in a broad range of environments makes pyrene an ideal probe to monitor the dynamics 
of free and aggregated polymers in solutions; pyrene fluorescence has been used to 
monitor the dynamics of polymer branch ends in solution126 and to observe polymer end-
to-end cyclization127. 
Pyrene was deposited into a vial by evaporation from solution (2mM, CCl4) and 
aqueous solutions of PS-b-PEO were stirred over the pyrene residue.  After stirring for 
several days, the florescence of the solutions was measured using a FluoroMax-2 UV-Vis 
spectrometer.  After correcting spectral baselines, the ratio of the intensities of the first to 
third peak (I1/I3) was plotted against the concentration of the PS-b-PEO copolymer in 
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solution (Figure 2.9b).  Again, the cmc of PS-b-PEO was determined by extrapolation 
from the steepest part of the curve, and was found to be approximately 0.02 g/mL PS-b-
PEO in water. 
 
2.4.4. Core-Crosslinking of PS-b-PEO Micelles 
 
With a measurement of the cmc for the PS-b-PEO model system in hand (~0.02 
mg/mL), experiments were undertaken to determine whether the glassy PS core of the 
copolymer micelles could be crosslinked using the homobifunctional crosslinker 1.  A 
solution of 1 was deposited by evaporation from CHCl3 into several vials and aqueous 
solutions of PS-b-PEO at concentrations well above the cmc (approx 0.1 mg/mL) were 
stirred over the residues in order to intercalate 1 into the micelles.  In parallel, samples 
were prepared at the same PS-b-PEO concentration without 1.  Samples with and without 
1 were then each split into two groups: half were irradiated at 350 nm for one hour 
(Rayonet reactor) and half were not.  Following irradiation, aliquots of each sample were 
diluted tenfold so the resulting concentration of PS-b-PEO would fall below the cmc 
(~0.01 mg/mL).  After stirring for several days, the surface tension of each solution was 
measured as before. 
Figure 2.10 shows the results of the surface tension analysis of the PS-b-PEO 
micelles and the effects of 1 and irradiation upon the surface tension.  Each bar is the 
average of two samples treated identically – with light and 1 (white), only light (light 
gray), only 1 (dark gray) and neither light nor 1 (black) – and represents the ratio of the 
difference between the surface tension of pure water and a solution below the cmc to the 
difference between the surface tension of pure water and a solution above the cmc.  A 
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lower value of the ratio is indicative of the solution becoming more like pure water upon 
dissolution (e.g. disassembly of micelles), whereas a higher ratio is indicative of the 
solution retaining the qualities above the cmc (e.g. retention of micelles).  Figure 2.10 
shows that irradiation for one hour is sufficient to significantly alter the surface tension of 
a solution of PS-b-PEO with 1 relative to pure water, while solutions not having both the 
crosslinker and irradiation have surface tensions more like pure water. 
We interpret Figure 2.10 to represent the retention of micelle-like properties of 
the crosslinked micelles – only those irradiated with 1 – relative to micelles that fall apart 
upon dilution.  This indicates that 1 successfully intercalates into the copolymer micelle, 
and that the crosslinks formed prevent chains from untangling upon dilution.  It is 
reasonable that the surface tension of diluted solutions would be less that of solutions 
above the cmc because the weight percent of water is so much higher following dilution.   
 
 
Figure 2.10. Surface tension measurements of aqueous solutions of PS-b-PEO as 
compared to pure water. The data represents the ratio of the difference between the 
measured value of the surface tension of water and diluted PS-b-PEO solution (below the 
cmc, approx. 0.01 mg/mL) to the difference between the measured value of the surface 
tension of water and concentrated PS-b-PEO (above the cmc, approx. 0.1 mg/mL).  A 
lower value of the ratio is indicative of the PS-b-PEO micelles disassembling in water 




However, despite the higher weight percent of water, the crosslinked micelles still 
retained approximately 30% of the character of a concentrated solution above the cmc. 
In addition to surface tensiometry and pyrene fluorescence, a number of other 
methods could be used to further analyze the copolymer micelles: static and dynamic 
light scattering, small angle neutron scattering, viscosimetry, dilatometry, and 
sedimentation.  From these techniques, the micelle core size, interaction radius, 
diffusivity, and molecular weight could be determined, however determination of those 
characteristics goes beyond the scope of the proof of this principle in diblock copolymer 
micelles.   
The proof-of-principle method shown here for crosslinking a simple diblock 
copolymer micelle could readily extend to other morphologies of preformed block 
copolymers in solution and on surfaces as well.  This technique is very powerful in that it 
does not require the unique synthesis of a block copolymer in order to achieve 
crosslinked copolymer nano- and microstructures, but instead it relies on specially 
tailored molecular bridges to intercalate into domains of the copolymer aggregate 
followed by photoactivation and crosslinking. 
 
 
2.4.5. Application of Micelles in Drug Delivery 
 
Micelles and block copolymer nanoparticles are important candidates for drug 
delivery vehicles and therapeutic/diagnostic (theranostic) applications because they offer 
a great deal of control over architecture and functionalization.101,104,128,129  The core of a 
micelle can effectively encapsulate and shuttle a hydrophobic drug (e.g. doxorubicin130-
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133) throughout the body while the shell of the micelle solubilizes the assembly and 
prevents non-specific release of the drug.  Additionally, probe molecules can be 
intercalated into the core of the micelle as contrast agents for magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI).134  Furthermore, targeted drug delivery vehicles, for example, bear some 
peripheral moiety that binds to a specific site on a cell or protein so that release of a 
therapeutic agent causes a high local concentration of the drug at the delivery site while 
maintaining an overall low full-body concentration.  Combining these possibilities into a 
single targeting, drug delivering, diagnostic material is highly desirable for patients, 
doctors, biomedical engineers, and pharmaceutical companies.   
A drawback to the use of non-crosslinked micelles, however, is that delivery into 
the bloodstream lowers the micelle concentration below the cmc.  Upon dispersion in the 
blood the micelle may quickly decompose, thereby releasing its cargo before it can find 
its targeted destination.  Crosslinking micelles, therefore, is crucial to their successful 





– Homobifunctional compounds have been synthesized and characterized bearing 
photoactive moieties linked by aliphatic chains. 
– The homobifunctional compounds are intended to incorporate into polymer thin films 
to crosslink polymer chains upon irradiation. 
– The critical micelle concentration (cmc) of a block copolymer was measured using 
both surface tension and pyrene fluorescence measurements. 
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– A previously reported homobifunctional crosslinker was incorporated into the core of 
a block copolymer micelle, and irradiation decreased the disentanglement of the 
micelle upon dissolution below the cmc. 
– Surface tension and pyrene fluorescence measurements verified that both light and 
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3. ‘Click’ Functional Polymer Surfaces  
(with John Rabolt, Ellane Park, Tina Wagenaar) 
 
 In Chapter 2, small molecules were developed to crosslink bulk polymeric 
materials.  In this chapter, the strategy of universal functionalization is extended to the 
surfaces of polymeric materials.  The goal of this chapter is to develop small molecules 
that will universally bind to a polymer surface and activate it for subsequent 
functionalization by CuAAC click chemistry. 
   
 
3.1. Introduction, Motivation 
 
Surface-specific attachment of molecules to a polymer is highly desirable for 
numerous material, biomedical, electronic and energy storage applications. 1,2  Examples 
include biomolecule surfaces for biological assays, analyte surfaces for sensors, fluorophore 
surfaces for diagnostics, and anti-microbial surfaces for anti-fouling membranes.3  By 
selectively functionalizing the surface of a polymer, bulk properties can be retained while 
segregating a potentially very different chemistry to the surface.  This strategy is in 
contrast to the reaction of pendant groups that are either statistically present at or 
segregate to the surface of a polymer.4,5  Functionalization of the surface consumes less 
of the surface functionality than if it were to be dispersed throughout the bulk, and 
surface-specific methods allow greater control over the surface density, orientation, and 
pattern of the functionality. 
Soft surfaces (polymer, biomaterials, etc.) are notoriously difficult to 
functionalize because of the wide variety of their surface properties: e.g. hydrophobicity 
or hydrophilicity, topography, and elasticity.6  In contrast, functionalization of hard 
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surfaces (glass, metals, metal oxides, etc.) is more formulaic; certain materials are known 
to react selectively with specific anchor groups to form stable bonding interactions 
(Section 3.1.1).  Taking these selective anchors as a starting point, Section 3.1.2 describes 
some ways in which particular polymer surfaces have been functionalized.  Subsequent 
sections then detail the design and implementation of a method to universally 
functionalize polymer surfaces that will apply to nearly any polymer substrate without the 
need for unique polymer synthesis or indiscriminate degradation.   
 
 
Figure 3.1. Cartoon representing the click-functional photoactive small molecule design 
showing the anchoring group (red), click functionality (blue), and tether (gray). 
 
Our strategy relies upon the pre-functionalization of a polymer surface using a 
click-functional photoactive small molecule.  That molecule will be comprised of three 
distinct moieties: (1) a photoactive anchoring group to bind the molecule to the surface 
(Figure 3.1, red), (2) a click moiety for subsequent click reaction with a complementary 
functional group (Figure 3.1, blue), and (3) a tether to link the two together (Figure 3.1, 
dark gray).  Though the focus of this chapter will largely be on the use of CuAAC 
moieties as the desired click component of the small molecule, the approach described 
also applies to the other click chemistries detailed in Chapter 1.  Once a surface has been 
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pre-functionalized, click reaction with any number of complementary click-functional 
analytes could proceed independent of the chemistry of the polymer surface without 
having to develop a new strategy to attach each analyte to the surface.7,8  Potential 
analytes include nanoparticles, DNA, fluorophores, growth factors, bacteriocides, 
polymer loops and brushes, networks, gels, lubricants, receptors, hydrophobes, 
antibodies, anti-fouling compounds, RGD and other click moieties, etc.  This technique 
would expedite the rapid synthesis of libraries of different molecules attached to polymer 




3.1.1. Click Functionalization of ‘Hard’ Substrates 
 
The pre-functionalization approach to polymer surfaces described above is 
inspired by similar strategies carried out on numerous hard surfaces, including gold, 
glass, silicon, and graphene.9-13  Each process depends on the selection of an appropriate 
anchor moiety – or sticky foot – which adheres to substrate surface.  The functional 
groups used for various hard substrates are summarized in Table 3.1.  Most of the groups 
listed react with the surface to form a covalent bond between the substrate and the surface 
ligand, however non-covalent interactions such as π-π stacking have also been used to 
anchor molecules (Table 3.1g). 
Three classes of hard substrate photofunctionalization strategies merit mention: 
diradical chemistry (carbenes and nitrenes), photochemical degradation followed by 
defect functionalization, and photografting of alkenes and alkynes.  The first approach, 
diradical chemistry, was discussed in Chapter 2 as an effective technique for covalent 
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bond formation with organic compounds containing C-H and C-C bonds, and has been 
used to functionalize materials composed completely of C-C bonds such as graphene.  
Phenyl azides anchor onto graphene as a result of photochemical nitrene production while 
other azides such as silyl derivatives have been shown to anchor via a thermally-induced 
nitrene mechanism.50,51   The second approach, photochemical degradation followed by 
defect functionalization, indiscriminately produces carboxylic acids on the surface of a 
hard carbon substrate such as a carbon nanotube or graphene.14,15  Once formed, the 
carboxylic acids are either converted to acid chlorides for subsequent reaction16,17, or 
carbodiimide coupling is used to react the carboxylic acid with an alcohol or amine.16 
A third photochemical strategy to functionalize hard substrates is the ultraviolet 
photografting of alkenes and alkynes to a wide array of metals, metal oxides, and non-
metals including silicon, titanium dioxide, and diamond.73,74,76  CuAAC functional 
surfaces have been prepared by ultraviolet- and thermally-induced grafting of 
heterobifunctional alkenes such as α-trimethylgermyl-protected alkyne-ω-alkene PEG 
oligomers64, and by homobifunctional alkynes such as 1,5-hexadiyne69 and 1,8-
nonadiyne71.  Once the surface is alkyne-functionalized, azide-functional analytes such as 
biotin, carbohydrates65, and PEG66,69 have been attached using CuAAC.  Photografting 
alkenes has proven to be a robust and orthogonal method to add functionality to hard 
substrates.  In addition to CuAAC functional groups, alkene-functional nanoparticles67, 
nitroxides71, activated esters70, and carboxylic acids75 have been photografted to 







Table 3.1. Moieties for the surface functionalization of ‘hard’ substrates. 
 Functional Group Substrate(s) References 
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 With an understanding of the complementarity of particular moieties to certain 
surfaces, it is possible to understand how heterobifunctional small molecules have been 
used to modify a wide range of hard substrate surfaces.  When one end of a small 
molecule anchors to the hard substrate, the other end generates a peripheral functional 
surface that is either the desired functionality or is available for subsequent reaction to 
make the desired functionality.  The former approach relies upon the synthesis of 
heterobifunctional molecules with the desired functionality built in, whereas the latter 
approach dictates that the functional end of the ligand molecule is chosen so that it reacts 
in a second step to produce or bind the target surface functionality.  Figure 3.2 shows 
examples of flat surfaces functionalized using heterobifunctional ligands to impart 
CuAAC functionality, and Figure 3.3 shows analogous examples of nanoparticle and 
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a. b. c. d. 
Figure 3.2. Representative hard, flat surface functionalization with alkynes and azides: 
(a) self-assembly of a thiol-alkyne on gold; (b) self-assembly of a PEGylated thiol-alkyne 
on gold; (c) self-assembly of a mixed monolayer of thiol-azide and alkanethiol on gold; 
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j.   
Figure 3.3. CuAAC surface functionalization strategies for various hard nanoparticulate 
surfaces: (a) azide on gold; (b) alkyne on cadmium selenide (CdSe); (c) azide on 
cadmium selenide (CdSe); (d) alkyne on silica (SiO2); (e) azide on silica (SiO2); (f) azide 
on iron oxide (hematite, Fe2O3); (g) alkyne on iron oxide (ferrite, Fe3O4); (h) azide on 
zinc oxide (ZnO); (i) alkyne on titanium dioxide (TiO2); and (j) alkyne on carbon 
nanotube. 
 
 The pre-functionalization approach has been used to generate a wide range of 
functionalized hard surfaces.  Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.4b are representative of how hard 
substrates functionalized with alkynes – alkyne terminal PEG and PMMA-b-PS 
copolymer, respectively – are then modified using CuAAC to attach biotin, 
carbohydrates, proteins, and DNA.22  Figure 3.4c is an example of how a parallel click 
chemistry, Diels-Alder cycloaddition, is used to generate an alkyne surface on silica 
similar to the one in Figure 3.4a.11  The Diels-Alder adduct, however, imparts a thermally 
labile release mechanism to the surface following CuAAC functionalization.   
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Although each pre-functionalized surface in Figure 3.4 is an alkyne, an azide can 
also be attached to a surface for the attachment of alkyne-terminal analytes or 
polymers.10,21,77,78  This strategy is especially common for polymer brushes grown by 
surface-initiated ATRP.79-81  Immobilization of an initiator onto a hard substrate makes 
possible the polymerization of linear polymers anchored at one end to the substrate 
surface.82,83  As shown in Chapter 1, the terminal bromide of polymers made by ATRP is 
easily converted to an azide for CuAAC with an alkyne-functional analyte.  Polymer 
brushes could alternately be formed by the “grafting to” approach whereby linear 
polymers bind to a functionalized substrate; an azide-terminal polymer made by ATRP 





































































a. b. c. 
Figure 3.4. Post-functionalization strategies on click-functionalized surfaces: (a) CuAAC 
for biotinylated, glycosylated, and protein-functionalized surfaces; (b) CuAAC for a 
DNA-functionalized PMMA-b-PS copolymer surface; and (c) Diels-Alder 
functionalization for an alkyne surface. 
 
 
3.1.2. Click Functionalization of ‘Soft’ Substrates 
 
Soft substrate functionalization has not yet reached the reliability of hard substrate 
functionalization in large part because of the wide array of surface properties of 
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polymeric and soft materials.  Chapter 1 discussed how the chemical properties of 
polymers have been adapted to include reactive functionality within a polymer, however 
the focus of this chapter is on extrinsic, post-polymerization methods to functionalize the 
surfaces of polymer substrates.   
Harsh ozonolysis oxidizes the bonds of a polymer and generates a highly 
imprecise surface chemistry consisting of carboxylic acids, aldehydes, alcohols, 
peroxides, etc.  Despite the high number and types of functionalities created on the 
surface, reorganization of the polymer to minimize its surface energy can bury the small 
functional groups away from the polymer-air interface.  If executed quickly, analytes can 
react with the oxidized surface, however, the precise chemistry and functional density of 
the surface is not readily controlled.  Furthermore, ozonolysis degrades the surface of the 
polymer to a self-limiting depth, potentially compromising the integrity of the bulk 
material. 
 Instead of degrading the polymer surface, layer-by-layer assembly of polymers 
can build up a functionalizing layer upon a substrate surface.85-89  Typical layer-by-layer 
assemblies are constructed from alternating layers of cationic and anion polymers, but 
neutral polymers with alternating complementary functionality can also layer to 
functionalize a surface.  By alternating the application of azide- and alkyne-functional 
polymers, a CuAAC functional surface membrane with exposed azides and/or alkynes 
can be grown upon a substrate (Figure 3.5a).  This method still relies upon the synthesis 
of copolymers, and depending on the desired substrate, new azide- or alkyne-functional 
polymers must be synthesized. 
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 Another method that still requires the synthesis of block copolymers but is 
slightly more generalizeable is the construction of block copolymers to functionalize 
polymer substrates.90  A copolymer in which one block is the same identity as the 
substrate while the other is poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PtBA) can be applied via spin 
coating and annealed to form a polymer brush-like surface (Figure 3.5b).  Deprotection of 
the PtBA groups using a photoacid generator has been shown to impart the surface with 
regions of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA); the pendant carboxylic acids of the PAA are then 
available for standard reactions such as metal deposition or DCC coupling to add CuAAC 
functionality.  A diblock copolymer with alkyne-functional ends has also been used to 
functionalize a polymer surface.91 
An effective combined degradative/additive approach is the plasma 
polymerization of monomers to create thin, highly crosslinked polymer surface layers 
(Figure 3.5c). 68,92-94  Plasma polymerization is an in situ polymerization method that 
simultaneously crosslinks a polymer film and binds it to the surface of a substrate.  This 
method is advantageous because it can be applied to numerous hard and soft substrates, is 
easily scalable for industrial applications, and can incorporate many functionalities – 
including azides and alkynes – via diverse monomer selection.  However, plasma 
polymerization requires an expensive vacuum apparatus, and the architecture of the film 
is not well defined or easily controlled due to the large number of ions and free radicals 
present in both the plasma and the growing polymer film.  The ions or radicals may also 
cause the substrate polymer functionality to deleteriously degrade, so a technique with 







































































Figure 3.5. Polymer substrate functionalization: (a) layer-by-layer CuAAC assembly of 
alkynyl- and azido-functional polymers; (b) functionalization with a diblock copolymer; 
and (c) radio frequency glow discharge (RFGD) plasma polymerization of brominated 
polypropylene and azidification. 
 
 In addition to the soft flat substrates described above, several soft nanoscale 
particulate materials have been CuAAC functionalized as well.  These materials are 
composed of synthetic or natural polymers and extend the notion of surface 
functionalization from two to three dimensions.  Synthetic polymer dendrites have been 
end-functionalized with azides and alkynes for materials similar to the layer-by-layer 
polymers in Figure 3.5c.87  Instead of attaching polymers to other polymers in flat films, 
the complementary functionalities on the particles in Figure 3.6 react to form a porous 
membrane composed of adjoining colloidal polymer nanoparticles.  CuAAC functionality 
has been covalently added to the periphery of biopolymer nanoparticles such as the 


















































Figure 3.8. Liposome surface functionalization (left) using alkynylated DOPE (right).  
 
amines and carboxylic acids, respectively (Figure 3.7).  The periphery of liposomes can 
be CuAAC-functionalized by the incorporation of an alkyne-functional unimer; as the 
liposome self-assembles in solution, the alkynylated unimer intercalates with the native 
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unimer to present a CuAAC moiety at the surface for reaction with an azide-functional 
analyte.98 
 
3.1.3. Patterning of Surface Click Functionality 
 
An advantage of the prefunctionalization approach to surface modification is the 
ability to precisely pattern analytes that would otherwise be disrupted or destroyed during 
a patterning step.  Patterning allows for spatial control and density manipulation of 
CuAAC functional groups on the surface prior to reaction with the complementary 
functionality on the analyte.  Azides and alkynes have been patterned on both hard and 
soft substrates by several mechanical, electrochemical, and photochemical methods. 
Microcontact printing provides a direct route to patterning CuAAC functional 
groups onto a surface.99  Patterning begins with the development of a stamp – typically 
made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) – and proceeds by the physisorption of molecules 
to the patterned PDMS stamp and transfer to the desired substrate.  Advantages of this 
method include the robustness of the PDMS stamp and the possibility for replication and 
duplication, and for the azide-alkyne cycloaddition in particular, the cycloaddition can be 
effected without Cu(I).  However, forming the initial pattern mold can be expensive and 
the sensitivity of the PDMS limits the threshold of patternable feature sizes. 
Electrochemical methods to pattern using CuAAC have relied upon the spatial 
activation of the copper catalyst – reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) – using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM)100 or atomic force microscopy (AFM)101.  As a voltage is applied 
between the microscope tip and the surface, free Cu(II) in solution is reduced, thereby 
locally activating CuAAC between a surface bound alkyne (or azide) and azide-
functional (or alkyne-functional) analytes in solution.  This method generates patterns 
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with very small feature sizes, but is not reasonably scalable to pattern large surfaces 
quickly or inexpensively since it requires an SEM or AFM instrument.  A different 
electrochemical method relies upon the electro-oxidation of an alkane monolayer to form 
a pattern of carboxylic acids.102  Deposition of a heterobifunctional bromosilane onto the 
oxidized regions of the surface followed is by conversion of the bromide to azide and 
subsequent CuAAC.  Although this method claims to facilitate nanometer resolution of 
patterns, it still suffers from the disadvantages mentioned above: lack of scalability and 
need for expensive instrumentation.  Similarly, depositing functionality on pre-patterned 
conducting polymer electrodes has been accomplished using electrochemically-activated 
CuAAC simply by controlling the voltage passed through the pre-patterned polymer.103 
Photolithography via electron beam irradiation has also been used to pattern a 
CuAAC functional surface.104  Conventional lithographic and etching techniques were 
used to pattern an electron beam sensitive resist in order to etch a polymer bearing 
pendant alkyne groups.  After rinsing off the resist, polymer that had not been etched 
away was then available for subsequent functionalization with azide-functional 
nanoparticles or dyes using CuAAC.  Taking cues from photoaffinity labeling, other 
photochemical methods have been used to pattern analytes, but in those cases the analyte 
is first functionalized with a photoactive anchor group such as a phenyl azide, and 
irradiation binds the anchor group to a polymer substrate.105 
None of these existing techniques satisfied the desire for a method to 
functionalize a wide range of polymer substrates in a straightforward way.  While some 
of the functionalization and patterning methods require expensive apparatus, others do 
not provide the potential for scalability.  Still others demand a new chemical synthesis for 
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each different substrate that is to be functionalized.  Our goal was therefore to develop a 
facile and reliable technique to install click moieties on a polymer surface via a pre-
functionalization step toward a “universal” functionalization strategy for polymer 
surfaces.  This “universal” chemistry should operate equally on a wide range of surfaces 
without the need for substrate-specific synthesis.  
 
 
3.2. Design of Universal ‘Photoclickers’ 
 
The design of a single molecule to photofunctionalize a wide range of surfaces 
begins with the recognition that photo-excited molecules react with many different types 
of chemical bonds present in polymers. Some photoexcited chromophores hydrogen atom 
abstract from C-H, N-H, and O-H bonds, and carbenes and nitrenes insert into C-C and 
C-H bonds.  Since most polymers contain C-H bonds and C-C bonds, potential 
candidates for a polymer anchoring moiety would react with C-H or C-C bonds in the 
polymer – bonds not normally thought of as reactive functional groups – to covalently 
bind to the polymer surface.  Candidates are shown in Figure 3.9, and include photoactive 
hydrogen abstractors (phthalimide, benzophenone, and xanthone)106-109, nitrene 
precursors (phenyl azide, sulfonyl azide)23,27,110 -114 and a carbene precursor 
(trifluoromethyl phenyl diazirine)115.  Phthalimide was chosen as the first-generation 
anchor because it embodies several promising characteristics: its hydrogen abstraction 
mechanism has been well-studied and is known to be effective with polymers (Figure 
3.10); it has two carbonyls which gives it a higher probability per moiety of reacting with 
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Figure 3.9. Photoactive anchors: (a) phthalimide; (b) benzophenone; (c) xanthone; (d) 



























Figure 3.10. Scheme of hydrogen abstraction from R-H (blue) by phthalimide. 
 
 Tethered to the phthalimide photoactive anchor would be one of the numerous 
click functionalities describes in Chapter 1.  Of the many potential candidates, a terminal 
alkyne and a trimethylsilyl-protected alkyne provide the most promising characteristics 
for subsequent click reaction.  Previous work had shown that alkynes and TMS-alkynes 
orient toward the air-polymer interface because of their low surface energies, and that the 
TMS-alkyne is readily deprotected to yield an alkyne-functional surface.116  Additionally, 
alkynes are reactive with both azides and thiols via CuAAC and thiol-yne chemistry, 
respectively, thereby increasing the versatility of the pre-functionalization step (Figure 
3.11).  Although many surfaces have been functionalized with azides because of their 
significant IR absorbance, the photochemistry of the azide group made it unattractive for 
use here; photoreaction would prematurely activate the azide and render it unavailable for 



















Figure 3.11. Click reactions of an alkyne: CuAAC and thiol-yne. 
 
 To connect the phthalimide to the alkyne, a simple alkyl linker was chosen.  The 
length of the linker was based upon a desire to balance the necessity to have several 
carbons whose van der Waals forces would assist in orienting the molecule in the desired 
configuration with the need to prevent the intramolecular cyclization of the phthalimide 
with the alkyl chain.117,118  Additionally, the linker must have enough flexibility to 
sample its orientational space in order for the terminal alkyne to react with azide-
functional analytes. 
 These three components – phthalimide, alkyl linker, and alkyne or TMS-alkyne – 
were combined in the synthesis of the heterobifunctional compounds 8 and 9 described 
below.  Since the anchor moiety is photoactivated in order to bind to the polymer surface, 
compounds 8 and 9 can be patterned onto a polymer surface by irradiation through a 
photolithographic mask to produce a ‘negative’ tone pattern of alkynes; compounds 8 and 
9 would bind to the surface only where light passes through the mask.6  This simple 
approach enables the pre-functionalization of polymer surfaces using pre-existing 
photolithographic technology so that any analyte could bind to the surface of any 
polymer without needing to completely re-strategize for a new polymer.  Subsequent 
click reactions will produce a range of patterned polymer substrates, such as biomolecule-
functionalized surfaces for biological assays, analyte-functionalized surfaces for sensors, 
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fluorophore-functionalized surfaces, anti-microbial-functionalized surfaces, and secondarily 
functionalized surfaces to selectively bind other molecules.   
Although the alkyne was selected as the click functionality in what follows, the 
strategy of pre-functionalizing a surface with similar photoactive heterobifunctional 
molecules could easily extend to other click methodologies. 
 
 
3.3. Preparation of Surface Functionalizing Compounds 
 
The terminal alkyne derivative of the surface functionalizing compound, prop-2-yn-
1-yl 6-phthalimidohexanoate, 8, is the result of condensation between propargyl alcohol and 
6-bromohexanoyl chloride followed by substitution of the bromide with phthalimide using 
potassium phthalimide (Figure 3.12).  The trimethylsilyl-protected alkyne derivative, 3-
(trimethylsilyl)-prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-bromohexanoate, 9, is prepared in a similar fashion via 
condensation of 6-bromohexanoyl chloride with 3-(trimethylsilyl)-prop-2-yn-1-ol followed 












R = H, TMS  
Figure 3.12. Synthesis of phthalimide-alkyne, 8 (R = H) and trimethylsilyl-protected 
phthalimide-alkyne, 9 (R = TMS) from 6-bromohexanoyl chloride and propargyl 
alcohols. 
 
 Condensation of 6-bromohexanoyl chloride with a propargyl alcohol (R = H or 
TMS) in pyridine and benzene was followed by purification to yield 6 and 7 (Figure 
3.13).119,120  Compounds 6 and 7 were then stirred overnight in DMF with potassium 
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Figure 3.13. Synthesis of prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-bromohexanoate, 6 (top) and 3-
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  9 
Figure 3.14. Synthesis of prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-phthalimidohexanoate, 8 (top) and 3-
(trimethylsilyl)prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-phthalimidohexanoate, 9 (bottom). 
 
 In addition to the two surface functionalizing molecules 8 and 9, the simple 
heterobifunctional ‘click transfer’ agent, 10, was synthesized (Figure 3.15).  Stirring 10-
bromodec-1-ene with excess sodium azide in DMF was followed by aqueous workup to 
yield 10-azidodec-1-ene, 10.123-125  Compound 10 takes advantage of the orthogonality of 
CuAAC and thiol-ene chemistry, and is a proof-of-principle molecule to show how an 
alkyne-functional surface would easily be converted to a surface functionalized with 
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 Compounds 6-10 were characterized by 1H NMR using a Bruker 400 MHz 
spectrometer, and those spectra are included in the Appendix.  The 1H NMR spectra are 
identical except for the terminal alkynyl proton of 8 (1H) which is shifted to δ2.4ppm 
whereas the trimethylsilyl protons of 9 (9H’s) are shifted to δ0.15ppm.  ATR-IR spectra 
were obtained using a Nicolet Nexus 870 FT-IR with an Avatar Smart Multi-bounce 
HATR accessory.  The IR spectra of 8 and 9 are effectively identical in the region from 
2000-3500 cm-1 except for the stretches resulting from the different alkyne functionalities 
(Figure 3.16).  The terminal alkyne of 8 exhibits both a C–H  stretch at 3250 cm-1 and a 
C≡C stretch at 2120 cm-1 while the TMS-protected alkyne of 9 exhibits a C≡C stretch at 
the slightly higher frequency of 2190 cm-1 and no terminal C–H stretch as expected.  
Additionally, mass spectra (FAB+) showed the expected M+1 molecular weight peaks at 









Figure 3.16.  ATR-FTIR spectra of prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-phthalimidohexanoate, 8 (top) and 
3-(trimethylsilyl)prop-2-yn-1-yl 6-phthalimidohexanoate, 9 (bottom). 
 
 
3.4. Surface Preparation 
 
Polymer films on glass substrates were prepared for click surface 
functionalization by compounds 8 and 9.  Glass microscope slides were cut in half, rinsed 
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with water and ethanol, and dried in an oven.  For an exemplar hydrophobic surface, a 
1% w/w solution of polystyrene (Polymer Laboratories, Mp = 1,056,000, Mw/Mn = 1.03) 
in toluene was spin-coated (2500 rpm, 1 min) on the glass.  For an exemplar hydrophilic 
surface, a 1% w/w solution of poly(acrylic acid) (Sigma Aldrich, 35 wt% solution in 
water, avg. Mw = 100,000) in water was spin-coated (2500 rpm, 1min) on the glass.  In a 
typical experiment, substrates were then spin-coated (2500 rpm, 1 min) with a 1-2% w/w 
solution of 8 or 9 in ethanol.  Films were irradiated under a 300 nm lamp in air, and if a 
pattern was desired a chromium contact photomask was placed over the surface prior to 
irradiation.  Unbound small molecules were removed by thrice rinsing with ethanol and 
drying with nitrogen.  Necessary control surfaces were also prepared to show that 
irradiation is necessary for 8 and 9 to bind to the surface, that unirradiated 8 and 9 are 
fully rinsed from the surfaces by washing with ethanol, and that irradiation of the pure 
polymer surface at reasonable durations without 8 and 9 does not induce any detectable 
change.  Additionally, after application of 8 and 9 the polymer surfaces visibly change 
from a clear, translucent to a hazy cloudy appearance.  Differences between regions of 8 
or 9 and pure polymer on patterned surfaces are visible to the naked eye. 
 
 
3.5. Surface Analysis 
 
Analysis of the functionalized surfaces was primarily conducted using two 
techniques.  First, water contact angle goniometry was used to characterize the surfaces at 
each step throughout processing to verify that change had been effected upon the polymer 
surfaces.  Second, infrared spectroscopy was used to verify the presence of the alkyne 
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functionality on the surface, and then was used to identify the optimal conditions for 
surface preparation: exposure, concentration, washing, etc. 
 
 
3.5.1. Water Contact Angle Analysis 
 
Polymer surfaces with films of 8 and 9 were initially irradiated at 300 nm for an 
unoptimized two hours to ensure reaction of the phthalimide anchor onto the polymer 
surface.  After washing, water contact angles were obtained using deionized water (>18.2 
MΩ cm, Millipore, Milli-Q) measured at room temperature using a 100-00 contact angle 
goniometer (Rame-Hart, Inc.).  Contact angles were measured for the pure polymer 
surfaces, after spin-coating 8 and 9 but prior to irradiation, following irradiation, and after 
washing (Figure 3.17).   
The water contact angles seemed to show that surface functionalization by 8 and 9 
led to the same range of surface energies represented by contact angles in the range of 35-
50°.  This implied that the water drop interacted with similar surfaces on both polymers 
despite vastly different underlying properties.  The similarity was interpreted to mean that 
the surfaces had been coated in propargyl esters, and since the propargyl esters were 
essentially equivalent, the new properties of the surface were equivalent.  For surfaces 
that began with contact angles having a difference of nearly 80°, to be rendered so similar 
was encouraging.  The other changes in contact angle were also telling: the large changes 
during irradiation likely implied that surface molecules were reorganizing as a result of 
irradiation, and were possibly representative of the H-abstraction-induced anchoring of 
the phthalimide to the polymer surface.  Similarly, the relatively small changes resulting 
from washing implied that unreacted 8 or 9 was removed, but did not heavily influence 
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the measurement of the contact angle following irradiation.  It was also recognized that 
the presence of the TMS group of 9 did not present a noticeably different surface energy 
relative to the terminal alkyne of 8.  Subsequent experiments therefore focused on surface 
functionalization by 8 since protection of the alkyne by TMS was deemed unnecessary. 
 
 
Figure 3.17. Water contact angle analysis tracking the unoptimized preparation of 
alkyne-functionalized surfaces on polystyrene (black, 8, and gray, 9) and poly(acrylic 
acid) (blue, 8, and navy, 9). 
 
 From FTIR experiments detailed below, two hours of irradiation was found to 
ablate a PS substrate, so care was taken to optimize the irradiation time.  The water 
contact angle experiments were then repeated using the optimized irradiation time of 30 
minutes, and the results are shown in Figure 3.18.  As before, the water contact angles of 
both surfaces changed with application of 8, but after irradiation for 30 minutes, the 
surfaces showed drastically different contact angles than in the case of irradiation for 2h.  
PAA acted in a similar fashion, but the contact angle of PS increased to about 80° instead 
of decreasing to 25-30° as before.  The previous decrease was likely due to the very 
hydrophilic oxidation products that are known to result from long exposure to ultraviolet 
light.  The unexpected increase of the water contact angle of PS after irradiation is likely 
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the result of surface droplets of 8 that result from the dewetting of 8 during irradiation.  
These droplets can clearly be seen in Figure 3.19a which is a PS substrate that has been 
irradiated through a contact mask pattern.  Regions where 8 did not bind or dewet are 
visible as rectangular areas, and are surrounded by a sea of small dots of 8 that have 
dewetted.  Changes in surface morphology from flat to rough on the order of micrometers 
and smaller are known to increase the water contact angle for a given material, so it 
would not be surprising if the increase in contact angle of 8 on PS was due to dewetting.  
The optical micrograph of 8 on PAA (Figure 3.19b), however, shows homogenous square 
regions of 8 surrounded by PAA, indicating that 8 wets PAA. 
 
 
Figure 3.18. Water contact angle analysis following the optimized preparation of 









Figure 3.19. Optical micrographs of polymer surfaces coated with 8 and irradiated at 300 
nm for 30 min: (a) PS; and (b) PAA. 
 
 Analysis by water contact angles alone was not sufficient to verify the identity of 
the molecules bound to the surface, nor does it give any indication of the surface 




3.5.2. Infrared Spectroscopy 
 
Infrared spectroscopy has already been used to characterize the structures of 
compounds 8 and 9 (Figure 3.16) and it is a commonly used surface spectroscopy for 
both hard and soft surfaces.  The goal of IR analysis was foremost to verify the presence 
of the alkyne functionalities on the surface, but the weak absorption intensity of the 
alkyne presented a notable challenge.  CuAAC surfaces are more often functionalized 
with azides since the azide IR absorption at ~2100 cm-1 is well-separated from other 
absorption bands and is often of medium strength.  As mentioned above, azide-functional 
molecules were not candidates for this surface functionalization approach because of the 
potential for photochemical reactions of the azides which would render them unavailable 
for subsequent CuAAC.  Furthermore, structural characteristics of 8 make it amenable to 
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further characterization by IR.  The orientation and overall reaction efficiency of surface-
bound molecules could be determined using the strong signals from the three carbonyls: 
two in the phthalimide and one in the ester as internal standard (~1650 – 1800 cm-1).126 
The first objective of IR characterization was to determine whether it is possible 
to observe 8 on PS, and to identify the signals we would expect to see during later IR 
experiments.  The following samples were prepared and tested prior to irradiation: clean 
glass, pure PS, 8 mixed into PS, and 8 deposited onto PS.  The spectra in Figure 3.20 are 
the result of 128 scans at 2 cm-1 resolution taken in transmission mode with 
approximately 15 minutes of nitrogen purging prior to measurement.  Based on 
comparison of the IR spectrum of 8 (Figure 3.16) to the IR spectrum of pure PS (Figure 
3.20, green), the large peak at 3260 cm-1 in the red and purple spectra is assigned to the 
terminal alkyne C-H stretch and will act as an indicator of the presence of 8 in future 
experiments.  The feature from 3000 – 3150 cm-1 is primarily the characteristic multiplet  
 
 
Figure 3.20.  FTIR Spectra of bare glass slide (blue, bottom), PS film (green), 8 mixed 
into PS film (red), and 8 deposited onto PS film (purple, top).  All spectra were recorded 




of PS from the aromatic ring C-H’s, and the lopsided doublet from 2800 – 3000 cm-1 is 
the result of overlapping alkane C-H signals from both 8 and PS. 
The second objective of IR characterization was to determine the optimal 
irradiation conditions in order to maximize the attachment of 8 to the PS surface without 
ablating the polymer substrate.  Films of 8 on PS were prepared and subjected to various 
irradiation times ranging from 0 min to 60 min; after washing with ethanol, spectra were 
recorded as before.  Each spectrum was converted to an absorbance spectrum using the 
Beer-Lambert Law (Equation 3.1) where judicious selection of reference spectra, I0, was 












(  Equation 3.1 
Equation 3.1. The Beer-Lambert Law. 
 
 Figure 3.21 shows absorption spectra of 8 on PS at various irradiation times 
referenced to a clean glass slide background.  The characteristic set of PS peaks seen in 
Figure 3.20 is observed, however the alkyne C-H stretch at 3260 cm-1 is visible but weak 
(shown by arrows).  The low intensity of the alkyne C-H stretch relative to the 
unirradiated and unwashed film of 8 on PS in Figure 3.20 is due to a lower – but still 
detectable – surface concentration of alkynes after washing.  In order to isolate the 
signals of 8 from the overwhelming PS signals, samples were prepared and irradiated in 
parallel but without application of 8.  Spectra resulting from the subtraction of a 
background consisting of both PS and glass are shown in Figure 3.22.  Comparison of 
Figure 3.22 to the IR spectrum of 8 in Figure 3.16 shows that the two peaks from 2800 – 





Figure 3.21. IR absorption spectra for 8 on PS at various irradiation times referenced to a 
clean glass slide.  From bottom: 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 min. 
 
 
Figure 3.22. IR absorption spectra for 8 on PS at various irradiation times referenced to 
PS on a glass slide.  From bottom: 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 min. 
 
that a very broad baseline feature grows in with longer irradiation times.  Samples were 
measured in a random order, so the baseline drift is not purely instrumental.  From Figure 
3.22 the optimal irradiation time for samples was determined to be approximately 30 
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minutes since no significant growth of the characteristic peaks of 8 occurred with 
continued irradiation. 
 
3.5.3. Fluorogenic Coumarin Azide 
 
Although the IR data supports the presence of 8 on the irradiated polymer surface, 
the weak terminal C-H stretch intensity in the IR led to a desire for alternate methods to 
visualize the surface-bound 8.  The most promising visualization strategy was to use a 
non-fluorescent coumarin azide which, when clicked via CuAAC to an alkyne, would 
become fluorescent (Figure 3.23).127,128  The advantage of this strategy was that non-
specific adsorption of the coumarin dye would show no fluorescence, thereby eliminating 
the background signal that would be expected using a fluorescent dye.  The ultimate 
drawback to this strategy, however, was that previous work using this fluorescent 
coumarin azide was done in solution.  Although fluorescent analytes have been reacted 
with surfaces via CuAAC, the surface concentration of alkynes in those cases was high so 
visualization was readily accomplished.104  Following Sivakumar, et al, the standard 
CuAAC reaction with the coumarin azide (Figure 3.23, R1 = 7-OH) did not result in 
detection of surface fluorescence, presumably because of the low alkyne surface 
concentration.129  The strategy is still believed to be promising, however, but proved too 
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3.5.4. Surface Functionalization with Nanoparticles 
 
A second visualization strategy was undertaken to graft azide-functional silica 
nanoparticles to the alkyne-functionalized polymer surface.  Functionalized silica 
nanoparticles have found potential uses as drug delivery vehicles, as surface lubricants, as 
platforms for biosensors, and in a number of other important applications, so they 
represent a reasonable test case for attaching analytes to the pre-functionalized polymer 
surface.130  Azide-functional silica nanoparticles were prepared according to the 
literature, and their structure was verified using diffuse reflectance infrared fourier 
transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) on a Nexus 870 FT-IR ESP (Figure 3.24).84  The 
characteristic stretch at ~2100 cm-1 confirms the presence of the azide functionality.  
Furthermore, the absorption from 2800 – 3000 cm-1 is due to alkane C-H’s in the undecyl 
ligands and the absorption from 1250 – 1100 cm-1 results from silica Si-O stretches. 
A typical procedure for the CuAAC of the azide-functional silica nanoparticles 
onto a PS surface pre-functionalized by 8 involved dissolving the nanoparticles, a ligand 
 
 




(1 µmol, 0.5 eq.), and sodium ascorbate (100 µmol, 50 eq.) in approximately 20 mL of a 
1:4 mixture of water and THF.  Copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (2 µmol, 1 eq.) was 
added and the solution was quickly poured over the glass slide on which the PS film had 
been deposited.  After sitting in the reaction bath overnight, the slide was removed and 
rinsed with water, DMF, and ethanol, and finally dried in air. 
 The deposition of the silica nanoparticles onto the PS surface proved unsuccessful 
due to a number of limiting constraints.  First, the silica nanoparticles quickly settled out 
of solution to the bottom of the reaction vessel and did not deposit onto polymer surface.  
Any nanoparticles that did deposit onto the surface seemed to adsorb non-specifically 
across a substrate patterned with 8.  Second, interactions between the glass and the silica 
nanoparticles resulted in a high degree of non-specific adsorption to the obverse, 
unfunctionalized side of the glass slides.  Third, due to the high number of azides per 
nanoparticle, there was not a significant decrease in the azide IR absorption signal that 





The outlook for a polymer functionalization strategy such as the one presented 
here is promising with respect to a number of different applications in several diverse 
fields.  Pre-funtionalization with a click moiety extends the range of possible 
combinations of substrates and surface treatments, especially when taking into account 
patterning, whether for the attachment of analyte molecules such as drugs, fluorophores, 
or binding functionalities to a polymer surface, or for polymer surface passivation by a 
secondary material such as a different polymer, nanoparticles, or metal films. 131-133   
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The technique can even be extended based on changes in the form and 
morphology of the polymer substrate.  An ongoing collaboration that has not yet 
produced communicable results is aimed at the functionalization of PS nanofibers using 
this approach.  The electrospun PS nanofibers have a vastly greater surface area to 
volume ratio than the films prepared on glass slides above.  In principle, the increased 
surface area should lead to an increased surface loading of analytes, which in turn ought 
to be more easily detected.  The higher surface loading will be important for applications 
in areas such as sensing, filtration, drug delivery, and cell growth scaffolds where a high 
quantity of surface-bound analyte is required while still allowing flow through the 
material.134,135 
 
   
Figure 3.25. Images of electrospun PS fibers. (Wenqiong Tang and John Rabolt) 
 
 A number of outstanding questions still exist, however, and must be left for 
others: what is the density of alkynes on the surface?  the coverage?  What is the density 
of molecules grafted to the alkynes on the surface?136  Will this technique work on non-
polar surfaces, such as polyethylene?  Additionally, extensions of the 
photoimmobilization strategy could easily be accomplished using the same phthalimide 
photoanchor with an end functionality other than a click moiety.  For example, a 
phthalimide-ATRP initiator could be immobilized or patterned and then surface brushes 
could be polymerized (Figure 3.26), or a polymer could be synthesized with a 
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complementary end functionality and grafted to the polymer surface.137  Both routes 
should easily be accomplished. 
 














– Heterobifunctional small molecules have been synthesized that combine a 
photoactive anchor – phthalimide – with a CuAAC functional end group – a terminal 
alkyne or a trimethylsilyl-protected alkyne. 
– These small molecules are intended to be applied to different polymer surfaces using 
common spin coating and irradiation techniques in order to pre-functionalize the 
surface with ‘click’ moieties. 
– Polymer surfaces have been characterized using water contact angle goniometry and 
infrared spectroscopy to verify the photochemically-induced attachment of the small 
molecules to the polymer surface. 
– The low surface concentration of attached molecules complicates the spectroscopic 
verification of surface functionalization. 
– Other methods to verify the surface functionalization by CuAAC with azido-
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4. 1H NMR Study of Hydrogen Abstraction in Polymers  
(with Rachael Smilowitz)  
 
4.1. Introduction, Motivation 
 
Light is a ‘clean’, simple, and selective reagent for the activation of photoactive 
moieties.  In Chapter 2, homobifunctional crosslinkers bearing two photoactive groups 
were synthesized in order to covalently bind to – and bridge – polymer chains in the bulk.  
In Chapter 3, heterobifunctional molecules bearing a photoactive group and a click-
functional group were synthesized in order to covalently bind to – and functionalize – 
polymer surfaces.  As discussed in Section 1.4, photoactive moieties have also been used 
for photoaffinity labeling of biopolymers, to form polymer gels, and to initiate the 
degradation of polymer networks.1  The versatility and potential for reactions of polymers 
with photoactive moieties such as benzophenone, phthalimide, xanthone, sulfonyl azide, 
phenyl azide, and ortho-nitrobenzyl alcohols has made it necessary to better understand 
how photoactive moieties interact with the polymers they modify. 
Previous work from our group focused on the use of benzophenone as a hydrogen 
abstraction agent within a polymer film to induce crosslinking in order to inhibit 
dewetting.2  Benzophenone is one of the most well-studied and well-behaved photoactive 
compounds, and has variously been used as a triplet sensitizer, a hydrogen abstractor, and 
a polymerization initiator.3,4  Here, we examine the ability of triplet benzophenone to 
abstract hydrogen atoms from model compounds that are meant to represent commonly 
used polymers.  Species other than triplet benzophenone have also been used to examine 
hydrogen atom abstraction processes including tert-butoxy, chlorine, and hydroxy 
radicals5-7, but the aim of this section is to develop a framework for understanding – and 
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possibly predicting and controlling – how the photochemical reaction of benzophenone 











Figure 4.1. Excitation of benzophenone and subsequent hydrogen abstraction from a 
hydrogen donor (blue). 
 
Hydrogen abstraction by benzophenone proceeds by the mechanism shown in 
Figure 4.1.8  Irradiation of benzophenone excites the carbonyl to the n,π* singlet state 
which quickly undergoes an intersystem crossing to the triplet state.  The triplet diradical 
can recombine and relax to the ground state, or the oxy radical can abstract a hydrogen 
from a nearby donor.  Because of differences in bond dissociation energies, the radical 
remaining on the hydrogen donor (X•) is unlikely to re-abstract the hydroxyl hydrogen 
from the diphenyl alcohol radical so it will form a new covalent bond by recombination 
with the carbon-centered radical on the diphenyl alcohol (or another nearby radical).  To 
a first approximation, the rate and extent of the reaction of excited benzophenone with 
any hydrogen donor ought to depend primarily on the energy of the excited 
benzophenone and the bond strength of the X-H bond that is broken during the rate 
determining step (r.d.s. in Figure 4.1).  Since the triplet energy of benzophenone is 
constant, we would expect hydrogens in similar chemical environments to have similar 
reactivities toward photoexcited benzophenone.9   
1H NMR was used to monitor the extent of hydrogen abstraction reaction since 
protons are transferred between different chemical environments.  At reasonable 
concentrations in solution, however, the 1H NMR signals from polymers or oligomers 
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would overwhelm any signal indicative of a change having occurred.  In place of 
polymers or oligomers, we sought model compounds containing hydrogens in various 
chemical environments that map onto commonly used polymers (Table 4.1).10-14  For 
instance, caprolactam (11) was used as a small molecule substitute for polycaprolactam, 
and ε-caprolactone (13) was used for polycaprolactone. Selection of model compounds 
depended on both their similarity to target polymers and commercial availability. 
In some monomers, the energies of the bonds are significantly different than the 
energies of the bonds in the polymers they form.  For instance, the energy of the bond α 
to the aromatic ring of styrene is ~115 kcal/mol, whereas the same bond in ethylbenzene 
– a compound with bonds more like those in polystyrene – is ~100 kcal/mol (Figure 4.3).  
The hybridization and conjugation of the styrene vinyl group affects both the C-C and the 
C-H bond energies at the α and β positions relative to the phenyl ring.  Therefore, instead 
of using its monomer styrene, we chose sec-butylbenzene (14) and ethylbenzene (15) as 
the model compounds that best represent the bonds in polystyrene. 
Other compounds were chosen that closely resembled portions of polymers, or 
were nearly analogous to the polymer structure.  Methyl trimethylacetate (16) and butyl 
isovalerate (19) were chosen to represent poly(tert-butyl acrylate) and poly(n-butyl 
acrylate), respectively.  Hydrocarbons 2,2-dimethylbutane (17) and trans-3-hexene (18) 
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Figure 4.2. Structures of the compounds used in this study: caprolactam, 11; methyl-
caprolactam, 12; caprolactone, 13; sec-butylbenzene, 14; ethylbenzene, 15; methyl 




Table 4.1. Structural comparison of some typical polymers and model compounds used. 

















Polycaprolactone ε-Caprolactone, 13 
   
Polystyrene sec-Butylbenzene, 14 Ethylbenzene, 15 




Poly(tert-butyl acrylate) Methyl trimethylacetate, 16 





Poly(n-butyl acrylate) Butyl isovalerate, 19 
  













Styrene Ethylbenzene, 15 




4.2. Analysis  
 
A set of 1H NMR spectra recorded for compound 11 is shown in Figure 4.4 and is 
representative of each model compound tested.  The benzophenone C-H peaks (δ 7.0-8.0) 
are generally well separated from the proton signals of the model compounds, except in 
the case of compounds that contain aromatic protons (14, 15).  As the sample was 
irradiated at 350 nm, the peaks corresponding to benzophenone (δ 7.5-8.0) and the model 
compound decreased in intensity, while new peaks (δ 7.0-7.6, others) corresponding to 
the reaction products increased in intensity.  This work was not concerned with assigning 
specific structures to the reaction products. 
 In order to quantitatively analyze the relative rates of decrease of each model 
compound X-H signal, the spectra were calibrated to a constant integral in the range δ 
7.0-8.0.  Control experiments indicated that benzophenone does not react with itself in 
CD3CN, and therefore the number of aromatic protons from the benzophenone remains 
constant as an internal standard. Additionally, benzophenone did not react with the 
CD3CN and the model compounds alone in CD3CN did not react when irradiated.  No 
decrease greater than 6% was found in the control experiments indicating that both 
benzophenone and the model compound must be present for the reaction to occur.  In 
cases where the aromatic protons of a model compound overlap the benzophenone 
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region, the entire spectrum was calibrated under the assumption that the total number of 
protons in the solution remained constant.  In cases where a water impurity peak overlaps 
with a model compound proton signal, the water peak was fit with a Lorentzian function 
in order to subtract its overlap.  Once scaled appropriately, difference spectra were 
generated (Figure 4.5) to visualize the relative decreases of the initial model compound 










Figure 4.4. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 96.9 mM solution of 11 (CD3CN) and 






Figure 4.5. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 11 (CD3CN) and 
benzophenone before and after 120 min irradiation at 350nm. 
 
 Samples were irradiated until either the initial benzophenone peaks had shifted 
completely to the characteristic product peaks (Figure 4.4, δ 7.0-7.6), or until the 
benzophenone peaks no longer decreased with increased irradiation time indicating the 
reaction was complete.  Integrals of each region were normalized to the integral at t = 0.  
The resulting values are plotted in Figure 4.6 for model compound 11.  The integrals for 
each type of proton were fit according to Equation 4.1 (Figure 4.6, dotted lines) where t is 
the irradiation time in minutes: 
 





Figure 4.6. Plot of 1H NMR integrals for protons a-d of compound 11 scaled by initial 
integral and number of protons with increasing irradiation time.  Each set of data points is 
fit with Equation 4.1. 
 
Table 4.2. Values of k using Equation 4.1 to fit the data in Figure 4.6 for 11. 
 Ha Hb Hc Hd 





 As discussed above and shown in Figure 4.1, photochemically induced hydrogen 
abstraction by benzophenone is initiated by photoexcitation of an electron pair from the 
singlet ground state to first singlet excited n,π* state, which is quickly followed by an 
intersystem crossing to the triplet state.  The triplet state, a diradical with one oxygen-
centered radical and one carbon-centered radical, can either decay to the ground state or 
the oxygen-centered radical can abstract a hydrogen atom from a nearby molecule.  The 
resulting pair of radicals can then either recombine to generate a covalent bond – a 
reaction we have employed to covalently crosslink polymeric materials (Chapter 2) – or 
can transfer the hydrogen back to its original location. 
The relative energies of the starting materials (benzophenone, BP, and substrate, 
S) and the recombination product of photoinduced hydrogen abstraction are shown 
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schematically in Figure 4.7.  The singlet n,π* state of benzophenone is 75.5 kcal/mol 
higher in energy than the ground state and is not shown below because the singlet 
completely intersystem crosses to the triplet (68.6 kcal/mol) with a quantum yield of 
unity (ΦT = 1).15  Gray lines in Figure 4.7 represent a range of possible values of the 
energy of the hydrogen abstraction products – diphenyl alcohol radical and the substrate 
radical – that depends on the energy of the X-H bond that is broken since each O-H bond 
formed is identical.  The last step in this process is recombination of the two radicals to 
generate a new X-C bond.  Energies for the O-H, C-C, and N-C bonds formed can be 
estimated as 102, 75, and 65 kcal/mol respectively to give a range of the possible X-H 
bond energies that would be make the overall reaction exothermic (ΔHrxn < 0).16-18  
Substituting the known or estimable energies into Equation 4.2 gives the upper limit of 
X-H bond energy that will undergo an exothermic hydrogen abstraction by benzophenone 
to be 108 kcal/mol.  An additional limit is placed upon the reaction in order for the rate of 
hydrogen abstraction to be competitive with deactivation of the excited benzophenone.  
There must be little to no activation energy barrier to the formation of the hydrogen 
abstraction products during the rate determining step, so the hydrogen abstraction step 
must also be exothermic.8  Taking this into account makes the upper limit of X-H bond 





Figure 4.7. Energy state diagram for hydrogen abstraction by benzophenone (BP) from a 
substrate, S, followed by recombination. 
 
!Hrxn = E( 3BPn,"*)+ BDEX#H$% &'# BDEO#H + BDEX#C[ ]





!Hrxn < 0 when BDEX"H #108 kcalmol   
Equation 4.2.  
 
The majority of the X-H bond dissociation energies of the model compounds 11-
19 have not been measured or tabulated, so it is necessary to consult tables of 
representative compounds in order to infer relative bond dissociation energies.16-19  
Representative compounds for the X-H bonds of 11, their bond dissociation energies, and 
their relationships to 11 are shown in Table 4.3 along with the value of k determined 
experimentally for each X-H bond.  For compounds 11-19, the X-H bond energies of 
most of the representative compounds are significantly lower in energy than 102 kcal/mol 
indicating that each ought to be abstractable by excited benzophenone.  The only 
representative bond dissociation energies that fall outside the thermodynamically 
acceptable range of X-H bond energies are the N-H bond of 11 (109.5 kcal/mol) and the 
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alkenyl C-H of 18 (approx. 110 kcal/mol).  Based upon thermodynamics alone, we would 
expect no abstraction of these two protons by excited benzophenone. 
Directly and quantitatively comparing tabulated bond dissociation energies is 
problematic, however, because of the wide variety of methods used to determine bond 
dissociation energies: shock tube techniques, laser flash photolysis, correlation methods, 
etc.16-21  A more holistic experimental method such as the one used here samples all X-H 
bonds simultaneously and provides a comprehensive picture of the competitive 
relationships between various X-H bonds within the same molecule without needing to 
directly measure bond dissociation energies.   
 
Table 4.3. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
11, the relation of each representative bond to 11, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 





































Methods for determination of bond dissociation energies: aCorrelation. bPolanyi correlation. cKinetics. 









Table 4.4. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
18, the relation of each representative bond to 18, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
Representative compound X-H BDE (kcal/mol) Relation to 18 k/ka 
109±2.4h 
















H3C CH3  
101.7±0.5n 
H3C
CH3  Hc 2.08 
Methods for determination of bond dissociation energies: hSingle-pulse shock tube technique. rDerived 
from ΔHf°. aCorrelation. iElectron impact. pAppearance energy measurements. nPhotoionization mass 
spectrometry. 
 
 Differences in bond dissociation energy alone do not account for the preferential 
abstraction of particular hydrogens from compounds 11-19 by benzophenone. Table 4.3 
shows that the alkyl C-H bonds (Ha, Hb, Hc) of 11 have similar bond dissociation energies 
in the range of 91-96 kcal/mol but are not abstracted homogenously.  The N-Hd bond is 
the most likely to be abstracted, however, despite being approximately 15 kcal/mol 
higher in energy than the C-Ha, C-Hb and C-Hc bonds.  The larger-than-expected rate for 
Hd may result from the formation of a pre-reactive hydrogen-bonded complex between 
the N-H bond and a lone pair of electrons on the carbonyl oxygen of benzophenone.  By 
bringing the reactive end of the benzophenone close to the amine hydrogen, the number 
of abstraction events from that position is increased relative to abstraction based on bond 
energies alone.  Additionally, pre-reactive complexation weakens the N-H bond, making 
it more abstractable.  Such an effect is not seen in 12 which lacks the ability to hydrogen 
bond.  The hydrogens bonded to carbons next to the amide of 11 and of 12 are roughly 
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equally preferred sites for abstraction, while the alkyl C-H’s are deactivated to 
abstraction relative to the other available hydrogens.   
Comparison with another high bond energy C-H bond supports the notion of pre-
reactive complexation by benzophenone and 11.  The alkenyl C-H of 18 has a high bond 
dissociation energy (approx. 110 kcal/mol) due to the sp2 hybridization of the carbon, but 
it cannot form a complex with the benzophenone.  The rate of abstraction from the 
alkenyl C-H is less than the rate of abstraction from the alkyl C-H’s (Hb, Hc) as would be 
expected (Table 4.4).  It is worthwhile to recognize that the hydrogens on the carbon α to 
the double bond are abstracted more readily than the terminal methyl protons, likely due 
of the resonance stabilization provided to the radical by the double bond.  
 Radical stability plays a role in the hydrogen abstraction preferences in 
compounds such as 14, 15, and 17.  In each case, as expected, tertiary hydrogens are 
abstracted preferentially – relative to the number of protons available – then secondary 
and primary hydrogens. According to these data, secondary hydrogens are abstracted 
roughly three to four times as often as primary hydrogens (15, 17), and roughly half as 
often as tertiary hydrogens (14).  Some balance is achieved in the compounds studied 
since there are generally more primary hydrogens available than secondary, and more 
secondary available than tertiary. 
 Aside from bond dissociation energy and radical stability, steric effects and polar 
or charge transfer effects can influence the relative abstraction of hydrogen atoms by 
excited benzophenone.  Steric effects play a clear role in the hydrogen abstraction 
preferences of 16; the protons of compound 16 have comparable bond dissociation 
energies within 2.5 kcal/mol, however the tert-butyl hydrogens (Hb) were abstracted 
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nearly twice as much as the methyl ester hydrogens (Ha) (Table 4.5).  This implies that 
peripheral protons that can freely sample the solvent volume around a molecule are more 
likely to be accessed by excited benzophenone.  Hydrogens hidden in the interiors of 
molecules are less accessible, and therefore are abstracted less often despite having 
similar bond dissociation energies. 
 Contributions from polar or charge transfer effects on the linear transitions state 
of the approaching radical must also be considered.7  In cases where an alkyl C-H bond is 
to be broken, the polar diradical is neither stabilized nor destabilized during the transition 
state according to the resonance structure shown in Figure 4.8, and little polar effects 
would be expected.  In other cases, a polar group – e.g. ester or amide – may direct the 
incoming radical toward particular positions on the structure; chlorine radicals are 
directed to the β position of propionic acid whereas non-polar alkyl and phenyl radicals 
are directed to the α position.  In compound 13, the ester directs the incoming 
benzophenone radicals to the ω position (Hc, 6 position for 13) next to the ethereal 
oxygen of the ester.  Reaction at that position is nearly five times greater than reaction at 
the α position (Ha) or the β-δ positions (collectively Hb).  Amides seem to instead direct 













Table 4.5. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
16, the relation of each representative bond to 16, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
Representative compound X-H BDE (kcal/mol) Relation to 16 k/ka 
acetic acid  

















Methods for determination of bond dissociation energies: aCorrelation. 
 
Table 4.6. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
17, the relation of each representative bond to 17, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 































H3C CH3  
101.7±0.5n 
CH3  Hc 
0.38 
Methods for determination of bond dissociation energies: nPhotoionization mass spectrometry. oResonance 
fluorescence detection. mReview. hSingle-pulse shock tube technique. bPolanyi correlation. cKinetics. qLaser 













Figure 4.8.  Resonance structure (bottom) showing possible polar effects during the 
transition state (top) of hydrogen abstraction from X-H by triplet benzophenone. 
 
 
4.4. Hydrogen Abstraction from Proteins, Polymers  
 
A predictive framework for the differences in proton reactivity toward hydrogen 
abstraction by benzophenone identified by 1H NMR are cannot be based solely on 
differences in bond dissociation energies when the X-H bonds are below the threshold for 
abstraction.  Since most of the X-H bond dissociation energies fall in a similar 
thermodynamic range, factors that influence the kinetics of the reaction likely dominate 
these hydrogen abstraction reactions.  Sterics of sidechains and polymer backbones, 
solvent accessibility, backbone flexibility, radical stability, hydrogen bonding pre-
reactive complexation, and polar effects will therefore likely place an increased role in 
determining abstraction preferences when these reactions occur in thin polymer films as 
opposed to in solution.  Additionally, protons may be more or less accessible, mobile, and 
susceptible to attack by excited benzophenone depending on whether the polymer is in a 
melt or glassy state. 
While this is the first study of these interactions using model compounds 
representative of synthetic polymers, other studies have found similar results when 
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examining model compounds representative of biopolymers.  A series of amino acids 
with aliphatic and carboxylic- or ammonium-functional side chains was subjected to 
hydrogen abstraction by chlorine photolyzed in trifluoroacetic acid.22  As expected, it was 
found that the rate of abstraction of tertiary hydrogens (CH) was greater than the rate of 
abstraction from methylene hydrogens (CH2), which in turn was greater than the 
reactivity of methyl hydrogens (CH3).  Unexpectedly, however, the rate of abstraction 
was found to be greater for hydrogens farther away from the amino acid backbone.  This 
effect was attributed to the repulsion of an incoming radical by the carboxyl and cationic 
amino functionalities in the small molecules, and was extrapolated to represent the effect 
of the amido linkage in the polyamide backbone upon hydrogen abstraction from 
proteins.7  
A computational examination of hydrogen abstraction from amino acids stressed 
the various kinetic factors that contribute to radical preferences.23  Pre-reactive 
complexation of a hydroxyl radical with amino and carbonyl groups, solvent 
accessibility, and the diminished role of bond dissociation energies are all considered to 
contribute to the preferences of a hydrogen abstracting radical.  The authors also 
hypothesize that the increased reactivity of hydrogens farther from the amino acid 
backbone is due to the greater flexibility of those sidechains relative to the more rigid 
backbone.   
The polymers considered in this study (Table 4.1) fall into two categories: those 
with aliphatic backbones, and those with amido- and ester-functional backbones.  Based 
on the amino acid work described above, we would expect a number of differences 
between the model compounds studied and their polymeric counterparts.  First, the model 
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compounds 11-13 retain the functionality that ultimately is present in the backbone of the 
polymer whereas the amino acids bear charged endgroups that do not accurately represent 
the protein amido linkages.  Since the amido and ester groups of compounds 11-13 are 
isoelectronic with their representative polymers, we would expect no difference between 
the roles played by the amide and ester in 11-13 and their role in the parent polymers.  
For the remaining model compounds that represent polymers with aliphatic backbones, 
we would expect no difference from electronic effects since neither the model compound 
nor the polymer backbone is charged. 
For the polymers represented by compounds 11-13, where direction by amide and 
ester linkages may still occur, we might expect the hydrogens next to the linkages to be 
most readily abstracted if any effect at all is observed in the polymer.  The absence of 
electronic diversity in the aliphatic backbones of the synthetic polymers represented by 
model compounds 14-19 should obviate the charge transfer effects and distance-
dependent effects observed in proteins.  We would not expect to observe an increased 
rate of hydrogen abstraction for sidechain hydrogens farther from the polymer backbone 
because of repulsive effects from aliphatic backbone.   
We might, however, expect that effect to result from the difference in rigidity 
between the sidechains and the polymer backbone.  The model compounds 11-19 lack 
distinct regions of rigidity that would be present in the polymers they represent.  The 
sections of the model compounds that represent the backbone of the parent polymers are 
not restricted in any way, and therefore do not accurately account for how a polymer 
sidechain may sample space relative to the backbone.  Although the bond energies of the 
model compounds may be analogous to those found in polymers, the motion, 
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Benzophenone (Acros Organics), caprolactam (Sigma Aldrich, 11), 
methylcaprolactam (Sigma Aldrich, 12), ε-caprolactone (Sigma Aldrich, 13), sec-
butylbenzene (Alfa Aesar, 14), ethylbenzene (Sigma Aldrich, 15), methyl 
trimethylacetate (Sigma Aldrich, 16), 2,2-dimethylbutane (Sigma Aldrich, 17), trans-3-
hexene (Sigma Aldrich, 18), butyl isovelerate (SAFC, 19) and CD3CN (Cambridge 
Isotopes & Acros Organics) were used as received.  Solutions were irradiated in a 
Rayonet reactor (16 lamps, ~4.5 W each, The Southern New England Ultraviolet 
Company) at 350 nm.  1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Spectrospin 300 MHz 
spectrometer. 
Benzophenone (approx. 4 mg) was dissolved in 6 mL of an approximately 90 mM 
solution of model compound (11-19) in CD3CN.  The solution was transferred to a quartz 
tube capable of being inserted into a standard NMR tube, and inert gas was bubbled 
through the solution for 5 minutes to remove oxygen.  The quartz tube was sealed with a 
cap and Parafilm, placed into a standard NMR tube, and a 1H NMR spectrum was 
recorded.  The quartz tube was irradiated at 350 nm for up to 3 hours; periodically during 
irradiation the quartz tube was removed from the reactor, reinserted into the NMR tube 









– Model compounds were selected to represent common synthetic polymers. 
– Model compounds were subjected to irradiation in the presence of benzophenone, a 
well-behaved hydrogen abstractor, as a model for hydrogen abstraction in polymers. 
– 1H NMR was used to monitor the hydrogen abstraction process, and competitive rate 
constants were calculated from exponential fits of the decreasing integrals of proton 
resonances. 
– Differences in bond dissociation energy are not enough to explain the preference of 
benzophenone to abstract particular hydrogens since the bond dissociation energy of 
most X-H bonds falls within several kcal/mol. 
– Pre-reactive complexation, sterics and charge transfer effects influence the abstraction 
of protons by benzophenone. 
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5. Complex Architectures Using ‘Click’ Chemistry 
(with Dan Margulies, Liang Cao, Ben Dach, Yanir Maidenberg) 
 
 The interchangeability of the click systems discussed in Chapter 1 and then later 
used in Chapter 3 to modify polymer surfaces led us to consider an alternative approach 
to the synthesis of polymers.  Instead of using sequential modification steps to generate a 
polymeric architecture, we sought access to a wide range of architectures using a set of 
complementary molecules that could be assembled into various configurations.  The 
‘toolkit’ of molecules would rely upon the click philosophy to produce well-defined 
polymeric architectures from a relatively simple set of components.  This chapter will 
detail the ‘toolkit’ approach, and will consider the synthesis of several of the component 
molecules that comprise the ‘toolkit’.  Finally several extensions and variations on the 
‘toolkit’ approach are discussed. 
 
 
5.1. Introduction, Motivation 
 
Children’s toys provide a macroscopic analogy to the ‘toolkit’ approach we have 
developed for the synthesis of complex architectures from a set of simple components 
(Figure 5.1).  Tinkertoys (1910’s) and K’nex (1990’s) both rely upon two classes of 
component in order to build complex structures: linear rods or linkers, and connectors or 
junctions.  In each case, the linker and the junction are held together with a specific 
physical interaction; the Tinkertoy rods are cylindrical dowels that precisely fit into a 
complementary hole in the junction, and K’nex rods have shaped ends that snap into 
complementary sockets in the junctions.  The complementarity of the rods and connectors 









Figure 5.1. (a) Tinker toys and (b) K’Nex form complex architectures from simple 
components. 
 
 The same topological properties of the toy linkers and connectors can be applied 
to molecules for the construction of complex molecular architectures.  The A2 + B3 
approach to hyperbranched polymer synthesis discussed in Chapter 1 involves the 
reaction of homobifunctional linkers (A2) and homotrifunctional connectors (B3) to 
generate a material with a network-like architecture.1,2  The reaction of the A and B 
functionalities proceeds in an uncontrolled manner in the A2 + B3 approach, and has led 
us to seek molecular components with which we can take a more controlled, sequential 
approach to addition. 
We have developed our ‘toolkit’ methodology using heterofunctional molecules 
instead of the homofunctional molecules of the A2 + B3 approach.  Heterofunctionality 
lends a greater level of control over the assembly of a structure, and can also act as a 
built-in limitation to the extent of reaction for the molecules.  By limiting the growth of a 
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structure at each step, it will be possible to introduce particular functionalities at pre-
determined positions in the overall architecture simply by controlling the order in which 
components are assembled.  Libraries of similar molecules can then be constructed 
because small variations in structure will be based on variations to the order in which 
components are added.  Since the properties of materials are determined by their 
structures, it will be possible to screen libraries of new materials for novel properties. 
The set of heterofunctional molecules comprising the toolbox will be centered 
around the complementary azide and alkyne click moieties discussed in Section 1.2.1.  
The azide and alkyne react in the presence of Cu(I), Ru(II), and at elevated temperatures, 
are orthogonal to most other functionalities, and react in a very high yield.3,4  Most 
importantly for the purposes of the toolkit components, both the azide and alkyne are 
synthetically straightforward to install and they are deprotected or activated through 
simple chemistry.5,6  Figure 5.2a-d are several unprotected heterobifunctional azide-
alkyne monomers that have been used for CuAAC polymerization.1,7,8  These molecules 
are topologically similar to the linear rods in the toys described above.  Each molecule is 
terminated on one end by an azide and one end by an alkyne, so linkages between these 
molecules will only occur at the predetermined locations as a result of the azide-alkyne 
cycloaddition.  Protected variations of the heterobifunctional molecules provide more 
control over growth by capping one of the two end functionalities with a deactivating 
protecting group (Figure 5.2e).9,10  Growth of an architecture stops after a single 
protected component adds to each available functional end.  Greater control is retained 
over the final architecture because the capped ends must be deprotected or activated in 





















Figure 5.2. Several α-azide-ω-alkyne heterobifunctional monomers. 
 
The portion of the molecule connecting the azide and the alkyne can have a wide 
range of properties, compositions, lengths, and internal chemical functionalities.  This 
versatility is shown in Figure 5.2 where molecules containing the same endgroups 
variously bear an internal aromatic ring, alkyl chain, ester, ether, azobenzene11, or 
polyether chain9. Since each component can be synthesized and characterized 
individually, it will be possible to develop a large set of similar molecules that can be 
combined in various ways to generate well-defined novel architectures.  Though 
construction is based solely on the reaction of the azide and alkyne moieties, the 
properties of the final construct will likely be determined not by the linkages, but by the 
internal properties of the components themselves.12 
Since the endgroups determine whether components can react with each other, 
this approach accommodates a wide array of building block functionalities, including 
small organic molecules, synthetic macromolecules, biological monomers – 
carbohydrates, amino acids, nucleotides – and natural biopolymers.  Just as the sequence 
of natural polymers determines their function, the ability to reliably assemble combined 
synthetic and natural monomers and polymers in particular sequences may lead to control 
over secondary structure, function, and interactions with an environment.  Furthermore, 
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control over points of branching and end group functionalities will lead to a remarkable 
degree of control over the complexity of the macromolecular structures that can be 
assembled using this strategy. 
 
 
5.1.1. Dendrimer Synthesis 
 
Dendrimers represent a complex polymer architecture for which the ‘toolkit’ 
approach is particularly useful, although branching is also necessary when constructing 
comb, brush, star, and hyperbranched polymer networks.  Dendrimer synthesis 
necessitates a high level of molecular control in order to form a maximally branched 
architecture composed of a well-defined core and the most possible end groups.13  In 
contrast, similar hyperbranched systems are less well-defined, having architectures that 
result from statistical control.14  The ‘toolkit’ approach is advantageous because of the 
ease with which it introduces branching, forms hybrid materials, can control endgroup 
functionality, and is able to incorporate multiple different materials and functionalities 
into a single macromolecule.  If branching can be introduced at positions within the 
architecture with a high degree of control, a wide range of forms will be generated that go 
beyond the current state of dendrimer synthesis. 
Since their discovery by Tomalia and Fréchet, dendrimers and dendrimeric 
materials have found application to fields as diverse as biomedicine, drug delivery, 
diagnostics, sensing, filtration, energy production, energy storage, catalysis, and 
coatings.15-19  Organic dendrimers are either grown outward from the periphery of a small 
organic multi-functional core via a divergent synthetic approach, or their foci are joined 
together via a convergent synthetic approach.20  Dendrons – dendrimeric wedge-shaped 
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molecules – can also be assembled independently or can be grown from flat or 
nanoparticle surfaces.21,22  The number of generations to which each dendrimer can grow 
is limited by the steric interactions between parts of the growing molecule.  Dendrimer 
growth cannot continue indefinitely because exponentially increasing numbers of end 
groups fold in on themselves, or dendrons become too bulky to couple together at their 
foci.  These steric limitations also affect the range of potential molecular weights and 
sizes of dendrimeric materials. 
 
5.1.2. Dendrimers by Click: CuAAC and Thiol-Ene 
 
The click philosophy has been widely used in dendrimer synthesis because high 
chemical yields are crucial to well-defined growth.6,23-25 CuAAC and thiol-ene 
chemistries in particular have been used to form the linkages between generations of a 
growing dendrimer, as well as to functionalize the periphery of a preformed dendrimer.26-
33  Figure 5.3 shows the convergent synthesis of a generic dendron using a reaction-
activation strategy: CuAAC of a terminal alkyne with two azide-functional analytes is 
followed by activation of the chloride to an azide.27  Subsequent cycles of reaction with a 
difunctional alkyne and activation of its chloride to azide yields a dendron having the 
initial azide-functionality at its periphery that always bears a chloride or azide at its 
focus.  The chemical orthogonality of CuAAC and thiol-ene chemistry to each other and 
to other functional moieties has been leveraged to build dendrimers in conjunction with 
several other chemistries, including amine-carboxylic acid coupling34, halogen-
carboxylic acid esterification35, alcohol-anhydride esterification36, acetal-protected 














































a. b. c. 
Figure 5.3. Generic convergent dendron synthesis by CuAAC using the bis-alkyne 
chlorides (a-c).  
 
Architecturally, CuAAC has been used to add dendron arms to a functional core, 
to add terminating functionality to peripheral CuAAC moieties, and to install 
functionality within the internal cavity of the dendrimer.  Cores with a wide range of 
chemical composition have been functionalized by CuAAC, including octa-azide-
functional polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS)40, octa-alkyne-functional 
phthalocyanines41, and tri-alkyne-functional triazine42.  Peripheral azides and alkynes at 
the termini of dendrimer arms, meanwhile, have been linked to a wide range of 
functionalities, including PEG43, ferrocene44, sugars45, and hydrocarbons such as 
adamantane, alkyl chains, anthracene, and many others.28  Instead of reacting the 
peripheral CuAAC moieties with functional small molecules, dendritic polymer 
nanoparticles bearing peripheral azides or alkynes have been assembled with each other 
into membranes containing thinner film layers than comparable linear analogues.46  
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Internal functionalization of dendritic architectures has been accomplished by the 
incorporation of chemically orthogonal functionalities during dendrimer growth.  
Examples of incorporated functionalities include the Diels-Alder adduct between 
maleimide and furan38,39, an acid-degradable 1,3,5-triazaadamantane25, and the residual 
alcohol resulting from the opening of an epoxide33.  In the case of the Diels-Alder adduct 
and the 1,3,5-triazaadamantane, degradation of the dendrimer proceeds by heating or 
treatment with acid, respectively, while the residual internal alcohol acts as a handle for 
post-polymerization functionalization by reaction with an acid chloride, for example.  
 
 
5.1.3. Dendron Brushes 
 
In addition to the growth of dendrimers in solution, a parallel goal for the use of 
the ‘toolkit’ components described below is to grow dendron brushes from surfaces.47  
The controlled introduction of branching in a polymer brush will be crucial to controlling 
surface properties, whether the surface is macroscopically flat (e.g. a glass slide) or 
nanoscopically curved (e.g. a nanoparticle).   
The number of brushes initially attached to a surface limits the number of linear 
brushes that can be grown from any surface.  For flat surfaces this limitation is generally 
not detrimental to surface properties because the density of brushes can remain constant 
at distances normal to the surface.  For curved surfaces, however, the radial density of 
linear brushes decreases by 1/r2 at a given distance, r, from the center of the particle.48-51  
Figure 5.4 represents the benefit of branching for the growth of polymer brushes from a 
curved surface where each solid circle represents the sphere of space occupied by a 
polymer.52,53  When grown linearly, the maximum number of chain ends, N, remains 
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constant throughout every generation, g.  Introduction of a branch point that doubles the 
number of growing chain ends after each generation raises the total number of peripheral 
chain ends to N(2)g-1, which will fill radial space more effectively.  
A combination of the two extremes – all-linear or all-branched – will lead toward 
the ability to control the radial density of brushes grown from a nanoparticle by 
controlling the sequence in which components are bonded together.54  For example, 
addition of several linear generations followed by several branching generations would 
create a structure with a low interior radial density and a high exterior radial density.  A 
structure like this would be expected to be an effective drug delivery vehicle because it 
would possess a large interior payload for cargo and a dense exterior shell for in vivo 
stealth.   Currently, we know of no other way to construct such a complex molecular 
architecture.  Furthermore, each generation added to the brush can be a different small 
molecule or polymer; since the ‘toolkit’ employs the same end-functional connections 
regardless of the chemical properties linking the ends, a structure could be grown with a 








 The high number of reactive end groups grown on a functionalized nanoparticle 
has already led to the creation of matrix-free nanoparticle composites.55  Each 
nanoparticle may be functionalized with hundreds of reactive end groups and must make 
only three connections to other nanoparticles in order to reach its gel point (< 3%).  In 
contrast, many small organic molecules may have only four peripheral functional groups, 
but gelation would still occur when three of the four (75%) had reacted.  Materials with 
higher numbers of functional end groups, therefore, will gel at lower percent conversions 
than materials with fewer functional end groups.  As shown in Figure 5.4, branching 
facilitates a rapid increase in the number of functional end groups, and therefore ought to 
further decrease the percentage of end groups that must react for gelation to occur.  The 
lower percentage conversion necessary for gelation will also cause gelation to occur 
much more quickly than for an organic small molecule with fewer functional end groups.  
High numbers of reactive ends are not readily installed via radical polymerizations such 




5.2. Preparation and Analysis of Toolkit Compounds 
 
Care must be taken when designing molecules for use in the ‘toolkit’ beyond the 
simple chemical question of how to incorporate heterobifunctionality.  Characterization 
of complex architectures is non-trivial, especially when that structure is attached to a 
substrate.56,57  In designing the branching unit, 21, below, a structure with aromatic 
protons was chosen such that 1H NMR downfield resonances from the aromatic protons 
would be well separated from the upfield alkyl resonances.  Since many of the polymers 
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we planned to use in the ‘toolkit’ do not have aromatic protons (PtBA, PAA, PMMA, 
PEG, etc.), we could be sure that branches are incorporating by changes in the aromatic 
region, and we could also determine the incorporation efficiency by comparing the 1H 
NMR spectrum to mass spectra.  For polymers with aromatic protons (e.g. PS), we 
designed a fluorinated variation of the toolkit that is described below as a possible future 
extension to this approach (Section 5.4.3). 
 Construction of poly(triazole) architectures can also be monitored by changes in 
the alkynyl/triazolic proton resonance in the 1H NMR spectrum. The periphery of a 
growing architecture in this scheme is composed of alkynyl protons (δ ~2.5 ppm) which, 
upon azide-alkyne cycloaddition, shift far downfield (δ ~7.75 ppm) as a result of the 
aromaticity of the triazole.  Comparison of the integrals at those resonances will 
determine the efficacy of the coupling reaction. 
In addition to the branching unit, 21, several other molecules were designed as 
both functional components and to aid in the characterization of the complex 
architectures.  Compound 23 is included as an exemplar photofunctionalizing terminator 
molecule; addition of 23 to the periphery of a small or large molecule will imbue it with 
photografting capabilities as discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.  Compound 24 was 
synthesized as an exemplar reporter molecule.  As discussed in Chapter 2, fluorescence 
measurements have been to monitor the dynamics of a pyrene guest in a number of 
different environments; the pyrenyl terminator 24 could be added to the periphery of a 
complex architecture in order to study the movement, complexation, and density of 
functional end groups.  Compound 25 was designed to be a photodegradable ‘toolkit’ 
component where inclusion at pre-determined positions followed by irradiation would 
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enable the release of dendrons from a dendrimer core, the release of drugs from a 
network, or the severing of nanoparticles from a surface.58  The utility of each ‘toolkit’ 




5.2.1. Small Molecules Synthesis 
 
The preparation of the heterotrifunctional branching unit, 21, began with the 
diazotization of 5-aminoisophthalic acid in hydrochloric acid by sodium nitrite (Figure 
5.5).  Addition of sodium azide yielded 5-azidoisophthalic acid, 20, as a white 
powder.59,60  DCC coupling of 20 with two equivalents of 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2-propyn-1-
ol followed by column chromatography yielded 21 as a brown oil.61  Care was taken to 
avoid longterm light exposure to 20 and 21 since the phenyl azide may dissociate via the 
nitrene mechanism discussed in Section 2.2.62  In addition to their intended use here as a 
CuAAC branching unit, 20 and 21 could also be used as photoaffinity labels to imbue a 
biomolecule with two carboxylic acids or two protected alkyne handles for subsequent 
reaction.63-65  Deactivating protection of the alkynes is necessary because AB2 molecules 
with an internal alkyne and terminal azides have been shown to form hyperbranched 
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 6-Azidohexanol, 22, was prepared by stirring 6-bromohexanol with excess 
sodium azide in N,N-dimethylformamide overnight under nitrogen (Figure 5.6).67  
Aqueous workup removed remaining sodium azide to yield 22, which was then used as 
an azide-functional handle for reaction with several carboxylic acid-functional moieties.  
DCC coupling of 22 with 3-benzoylbenzoic acid or pyrene-1-carboxylic acid yielded 
azide-functional benzophenone, 23, and azide-functional pyrene, 24, terminators, 
respectively (Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8).68,69  Other carboxylic acid functional photoactive 
moieties such as those in Figure 5.9 and other carboxylic acid functional reporter 
molecules such as those in Figure 5.10 could be similarly azide functionalized via DCC 
coupling with 22.  The CuAAC reaction of a homobifunctional α,ω-bisalkyne polymer 
with any of these azide-functional molecules would yield a α,ω-homobifunctional 
polymer bearing endgroups terminated by the small molecule.  Following this ‘toolkit’ 
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a. b. c. d. e. f. 
Figure 5.9. Photoactive moieities: (a) phthalimide; (b) benzophenone; (c) xanthone; (d) 












a. b. c. 
Figure 5.10. Other carboxylic acid precursors to ‘reporter’ molecules: (a) anthracene-9-
carboxylic acid; (b) TEMPO-carboxylic acid; and (c) biotin-carboxylic acid. 
 
 The α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azido heterobifunctional photodegradable CuAAC 
monomer, 25, was synthesized according to Figure 5.11.70  Free radical bromination of 4-
bromo-2-nitrotoluene in carbon tetrachloride yielded 4-bromo-1-(bromomethyl)-2-
nitrobenzene which was then refluxed in water to yield 4-bromo-1-(hydroxymethyl)-2-
nitrobenzene.  Sonogashira coupling of 4-bromo-1-(hydroxymethyl)-2-nitrobenzene with 
1-trimethylsilylacetylene in triethylamine and tetrahydrofuran yielded 4-(2-
(trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)-1-(hydroxymethyl)-2-nitrobenzene.  DCC coupling with an α-
azido,ω-carboxylic acid generated the photodegradable CuAAC monomer, 25, which 
bears an ortho-nitrobenzyl (ONB) moiety between the azide and the TMS-protected 
alkyne.  A photodegradable CuAAC-functional monomer such as 25 forms an integral 
part of the ‘toolkit’ by facilitating the release of surface-bound dendrons, the destruction 
of a hyperbranched network, or the selective decomposition of complex dendrimers upon 
irradiation with light.71-76  Additional uses of the ONB group in polymer architectures are 
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Figure 5.11. Synthesis of α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azido heterobifunctional photodegradable 
CuAAC monomer, 25. 
 
 
5.2.2. α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azide Heterobifunctional Polymers 
 
The synthesis of α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azide polymers has been reported elsewhere, 
and begins with a TMS-alkyne functional ATRP initiator, 26.74,77-82  The ATRP initiator 
is the condensation product of 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2-propyn-1-ol with α-bromoisobutyryl 
bromide (Figure 5.12).74,83  Polymerization proceeds when 26 is subjected to standard 
ATRP conditions in the presence of a vinyl monomer (e.g. styrene) to form an α-(TMS-
alkyne),ω-bromide polymer (Figure 5.13).84  Reaction with sodium azide replaces the 
terminal bromide to make the desired α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azide polymer, 27. 
α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azide polymers have been used for the synthesis of ABC 
block copolymers via a successive addition-deprotection strategy in solution77,78 and for 
polymer brushes grown from a surface79.  They have also been used to make macrocycles 
in dilute solution80, to generate periodic arrays81 and to form networks bearing degradable 
functionalities82.  In an approach similar to the ‘toolkit’ strategy described below for 
macromolecules, Urbani, et al, have end-functionalized α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-azide 
polymers with diols for a built-in branching unit to synthesize dendrimeric 
macromolecules.74  Although it does not allow for the sequential flexibility of our 
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approach, the α-(TMS-alkyne),ω-diol polymers were shown to degrade at the ester 
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Figure 5.13. Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) of styrene and subsequent 
reaction with sodium azide to yield α,ω-heterobifunctional polystyrene, 27. 
  
 
5.3. Construction of Dendrimacromers 
 
The possibilities for the construction of the complex architectures become clear 
with the preliminary set of ‘toolkit’ molecules in hand.  Typically, a dendrimeric 
macromolecule can be assembled in either a divergent or convergent approach, and 
selection of an appropriate scheme depends largely on the chemical functionalities used 
to build the structure.  All of the heterofunctional molecules that will be used to construct 
the interior portions of the macromolecules bear azides and protected alkynes, so growth 
must proceed by linking together an azide to a free alkyne, then deprotecting the alkyne 
before it can react with another azide.85  Classifying the approach used here as 
convergent or divergent is not straightforward, however, because it is simultaneously 
both depending on the focus of interest.  If the focus is on the growing macromolecule, 
then additional components are added divergently to the periphery, but if focus is placed 
on the addition of macromonomers such as 27 to the multifunctional core, then the 
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synthesis could be considered convergent.  Regardless of its particular classification, the 
approach brings together for the first time small molecules, e.g. 21, and macromonomers, 
e.g. 27, to generate macromolecules with high molecular weights determined largely by 
the molecular weights of the macromonomers used for construction.   
To distinguish dendrimers built from small molecules and macromonomers from 
conventionally assembled dendrimers built only from small molecules (e.g. < 600 Da), 
we have termed this class of molecule dendrimacromers: a branched structure (dendri-) 
build from large (-macro-) subunits (-mers).  In addition to the new possibilities for 
architectures discussed below, there is a need to redefine the notion of ‘generation’ in 
dendrimer synthesis.  Traditionally a generation has been defined by an increase in the 
number of functional ends dependent upon the functionality of the branch points used to 
build the dendrimer.  Here, instead, we will loosely define generations by the addition of 
a ‘toolkit’ component via a triazole linkage.  Simplifying the notion of ‘generation’, 
however, discards some information about the dendrimacromer structure because each 
generation could be comprised of one or more ‘toolkit’ components.   
In order to further generalize the discussion below, B will refer to branching 
molecules such as 21, M will refer to macromonomers such as 27, and D will refer to 
degradable components such as 25.  Terminal ‘toolkit’ components, T, such as 23 and 24 














































Figure 5.14. Possibilities for dendrimer synthesis from toolkit. 
 
 Construction of the dendrimacromer will begin with a multifunctional core, Cn, 
where n is the number of terminal alkynes available for CuAAC.  n can range from 1 for 
a heterofunctional molecule bearing a single alkyne (e.g. 8, Section 3.3), to many 
hundred for a nanoparticle functionalized with alkyne terminal ligands86 (Section 3.1.1), 
to many thousand for a high molecular weight polymer bearing pendant alkyne 
functionalities (Section 1.3.2).  As shown in Figure 5.14, Cn will first react via CuAAC 
with the branching unit, B, a macromonomer, M, or a degradable unit, D.  If Cn reacts 
with B, the number of TMS-protected alkyne ends will double to 2n, but if Cn reacts with 
M or D the number of TMS-protected alkyne ends will remain the same.  The TMS 
protection limits uncontrolled growth of the dendrimacromer at each step in order to 
generate a well-defined overall architecture.  Deprotection of the TMS groups using 
potassium carbonate in methylene chloride and methanol regenerates terminal alkynes 
that are once again available to react with B, M, or D for the addition of a second 
‘toolkit’ component.87  Table 5.1 summarizes the possible architectures made from a 
bifunctional core (C2), a branch point (B) and a macromonomer (M) through the fourth 
cycle of component addition.  Each branch point is represented as a red triangle while 
triazole linkages between linear components are represented as orange circles.  If the  
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Table 5.1. First, second, third and fourth ‘generation’ dendrimers from a bifunctional 
(C2) core with branches (B) and macromonomers (M). 
Generation Combinations Examples 
C2B C2B  First ‘generation’ 



















































degradable unit (D) were also considered, the number of possible architectures would 
increase exponentially.  In addition to varying the sequence of component addition, 
diverse libraries of complex dendrimacromers could be generated by varying the 
functionality of the core, the molecular weight of the macromonomer, or the identity of 
the macromonomer, M1, M2, M3, etc.  Figure 5.15 represents a sixth ‘generation’ 
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C4BM1BM2BM3 dendrimacromer composed of different macromonomers at the second, 
fourth, and sixth component additions. 
 
      
       
C4 B M1 B M2 B M3 
 
Figure 5.15. C4BM1BM2BM3 dendrimacromer constructed from multiple 
macromonomers and a branch unit. 
 
 Purification will be challenging at each stage of component addition. 
Conventional polymer purification techniques such as precipitation will likely no longer 
be effective to separate the growing dendrimacromer from unreacted macromonomer, M.  
Instead, nanoparticles or microparticles functionalized with alkynes will be used as 
scavengers to bind excess ‘toolkit’ components.  Centrifugation, filtration, or magnetic 
separation will remove the particles from solution and leave only the growing 
dendrimacromer in solution for subsequent cycles of functionalization. 
 
 
5.4. Outlook and Other Possible Architectures 
 
Detailed below are a few of the possible ways in which the ‘toolkit’ methodology 
can be used and modified to produce novel architectures.  Chief among all of these 
strategies is that the ‘toolkit’ presents a straightforward way to synthesize materials with 
very high molecular weights while maintaining a well-defined architecture.  High 
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molecular weight macromolecules should generate materials with high fracture energies 
while their well-defined architectures may imbue the materials with novel properties.88 
 
5.4.1. Sequence-Specific Brush and Bottle-Brush Polymers 
 
The ‘toolkit’ approach is especially well suited to the creation of polymers with 
monomers and blocks of monomers aligned in complex arrangements.  Sequence-specific 
polymers are synthetic analogues of biopolymers such as polypeptides, polynucleotides, 
and polysaccharides in which the sequence of the monomers encodes a material particular 
properties. Cycles of addition and deprotection can yield polymers with high degrees of 
complexity, which should be accompanied by the low polydispersities commonly seen in 
materials made by Merrifield-like solid-phase synthesis.9,89,90  Regardless of the 
complexity of an alkyne-functional ‘core’, growth proceeds via cycles of addition of a 
α,ω-heterobifunctional TMS-alkyne-azide monomer followed by deprotection of the 
TMS group to regenerate a terminal alkyne.  The versatility of the method is derived from 
the variability of the monomer; it can either be a small molecule monomer such as 
protected variations of those in Figure 5.2, a macromonomer such as M, a branched 
molecule such as B, etc. 
Versatility is also provided by the diverse selection of possible alkyne ‘cores’ 
which can be incorporated by this method.  A small bifunctional molecule or 
homobifunctional polymer with terminal alkynes (Figure 5.16), a polymer with pendant 
alkynes (Figure 5.17), or an alkynated surface (Figure 5.18) can all equally serve as the 
platform upon which to generate sequence-specific polymers.  Furthermore, the number 
of alkynes on the ‘core’ could range from one on a mono- or heterobifunctional molecule 
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such as the phthalimide-alkyne, 8, to many hundreds on an alkyne-functional 
















































M1N3 TMSCu(I) or !
1. - TMS
M2N3 TMS2. Cu(I) or !
1. - TMS
M3N3 TMS2. Cu(I) or !
1. - TMS
M4N3 TMS2. Cu(I) or !
 
Figure 5.16. Monomer-by-monomer growth from a homobifunctional bisalkyne core via 
sequential addition of α,ω-heterobifunctional TMS-alkyne-azide monomer followed by 
















1. Cu(I) or !
2. - TMS
M2N3 TMS
1. Cu(I) or !
2. - TMS
M3N3 TMS
1. Cu(I) or !
2. - TMS
M4N3 TMS
1. Cu(I) or !
 
Figure 5.17. Monomer-by-monomer growth from a polymer with pendant alkynes via 
sequential addition of α,ω-heterobifunctional TMS-alkyne-azide monomer followed by 

































































Figure 5.18. Monomer-by-monomer growth from an alkyne-functional surface via 
sequential addition of α,ω-heterobifunctional TMS-alkyne-azide monomer followed by 
deprotection of the TMS group to regenerate a terminal alkyne. 
 
5.4.2. AB-CD2 and AB-CD Dendrimers 
 
The branch molecule, B, and macromonomer, M, described above rely upon a 
protection/deprotection scheme in order to add additional components to a growing 
architecture.  Instead, the orthogonality of different click chemistries can be leveraged to 
avoid protection/deprotection steps.  The Hawker group has employed complementary 
click functionalities on small molecules to synthesize a six-generation dendrimer in the 
span of a single day by an AB2-CD2 approach (Figure 5.19).31  Two low molecular 
weight branched molecules were prepared, one bearing a thiol for thiol-ene chemistry and 
two azides for CuAAC, AB2, and one bearing an alkyne for CuAAC and two alkenes for 
thiol-ene, CD2.  As discussed in Section 1.2, a thiol (A) does not react with an azide (B) 
and an alkyne (C) does not react with an alkene (D).  Thus, the AB2 and CD2 molecules 
do not react with themselves like an alkyn-diazide, AB2 (Section 5.1.2), but only with the 
intended complementary moiety on the opposite molecule: A with D, and B with C.  
Beginning with a poly-ene core, growth proceeds by the alternate addition of the thiol-
diazide, AB2, by thiol-ene chemistry followed by the addition of the alkyn-diene, CD2, by 
CuAAC.  Dendrimers have also been grown by other orthogonal AB2-CD2 systems such 
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as CuAAC and Diels-Alder where a maleimide connected to two alkynes (AB2) is 






























































































































































































































































































AB2  CD2  dendrimer 
Figure 5.19. The AB2-CD2 synthesis of a dendrimer (4th generation is shown) using 
complementary heterotrifunctional branched small molecules. 
 
Using complementary click systems to quickly assemble complex architectures in 
the absence of protecting groups could also be used to assemble branch points such as 
those used by Hawker, et al, with α,ω-heterobifunctional macromonomers such as those 
in Figure 5.20.  Beginning with a poly-ene core, alternate addition of the thiol-azide 
macromonomer, AB, and alkyn-diene branch point, CD2, would generate an AB-CD2 
dendrimacromer (Figure 5.20a, Figure 5.21).  With this approach, small 
heterobifunctional thiol-azides (e.g. 11-azido-1-undecanethiol) and alken-ynes (e.g. 1-
penten-4-yne) can be added to the periphery in order to control the radial density of the 
growing dendrimacromer.  Addition of a small molecule thiol-azide would facilitate the 
rapid increase of the number of peripheral functionalities by keeping many branching 
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 AB  CD2 
Figure 5.20. Potential building blocks for an AB-CD2 dendrimer using complementary 


































































Figure 5.21. Building blocks for an AB-CD2 dendrimer using the complementary 
heterobifunctional and heterotrifunctional molecules in Figure 5.20a. 
  
rapid coupling of macromonomers for long, unbranched portions of the dendrimacromer.  
Similar components could also be synthesized where the alkyne and alkenes are instead 
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on the macromonomer while the azide and thiol are on the branching component (Figure 
5.20b). 
In addition to the AB-CD2 approach described above, the twofold addition of 
thiols across an alkene can be adopted for use in an AB-CD approach.  Instead of 
requiring a heterotrifunctional molecule for branching, the addition of two thiols to an 
alkyne (Section 1.2.3) provides branching naturally via a dithioacetal.91-93  Figure 5.22 
details the two heterobifunctional molecules that would be used for the AB-CD approach: 
a bis-alkyne with one protected and one terminal alkyne, AB, and a thiol-azide, CD, 
similar to Figure 5.20a.  In this case, uncaging of the TMS-protected alkyne is still 
necessary for reaction at the periphery.  Following a similar pathway as the AB-CD2 
approach, a poly-yne core can be reacted with the thiol-azide, CD, via thiol-yne 
chemistry to generate a branched structure with twice as many TMS-protected alkynes at 
the periphery as were on the core (Figure 5.23).  CuAAC reaction with the TMS-alkyne-
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Figure 5.23. Synthesis of an AB-CD dendrimer using complementary heterobifunctional 
molecules. 
 
As described above for Figure 5.15, an advantage of both the AB-CD2 and AB-
CD approaches is that each macromonomer component can have vastly different 
properties because each has been synthesized separately.  In contrast, standard ATRP 
synthesis of linear block copolymers is limited by the need for blocks to be added in 
order of decreasing activity of monomers.  As a result, a block copolymer where the 
activity of a subsequent block is higher than the previous block is not directly possible.  
Using the ‘toolkit’ approach, however, block copolymers and block copolymer 
dendrimers are possible regardless of the activity of the monomers because each block 
has been synthesized and functionalized separately.  Judicious selection of the order in 
which the macromonomeric polymers are added to the dendrimer should generate 








5.4.3. Fluorinated Dendrimers 
 
Extending the AB-CD2 approach for CuAAC and thiol-ene chemistry, molecules 
have been designed that take advantage of 19F NMR to better characterize 
dendrimacromers (Figure 5.24).  Small molecules and macromonomers with fluorines in 
unique chemical environments will allow for the quantitative monitoring of 
dendrimacromer growth via integration of fluorine resonances in the NMR.94  The 
macromonomer and branching unit below (Figure 5.24a,b) are analogous to the small 
molecules in Figure 5.20a and include alkyl and aromatic fluorines, respectively.  The 
fluorines in these molecules ought to have significantly different chemical shifts – δ -90 
ppm for the alkyl fluorines of the macromonomer and -160 ppm for the aromatic fluorine 
of the branch unit – and together provide a way to monitor the relative incorporation of 
units on the dendrimacromer.  A simulated 19F NMR spectrum of a growing 
dendrimacromer (CBMBMBMBMB) made from alternating addition of branches 
containing one fluorine and macromonomers with two fluorines is shown in Figure 5.25 
where all spectra have been normalized to the contribution from the macromonomer.  
Comparison of experimental data to this simulated data would determine the efficiency of 
incorporation at each generation. 
The simulated spectrum in Figure 5.25 lacks an internal standard, however.  By 
including a fluorinated core (e.g. Figure 5.24c) in this approach, the 19F NMR spectra can 
be normalized to a resonance that does not change over the course of dendrimacromer 
growth (Figure 5.26).  The aromatic trifluoromethyl fluorines ought to be separate from 
the alkyl and aromatic fluorines with a resonance at approximately δ = -70 ppm.  
Additionally, a terminator molecule with fluorines in yet a different chemical 
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environment (e.g. Figure 5.24d, δ = -80 ppm) will act to quantitatively count the number 
of endgroups of the grown dendrimacromer in order to determine the overall efficiency of 

























a. b. c. d. 
Figure 5.24. Proposed fluorinated components for the synthesis of dendrimacromers by 
AB-CD2 approach and their characterization using 19F NMR: (a) macromonomer; (b) 
branch; (c) core; and (d) chain terminator. 
 
 
Figure 5.25. Simulated 19F NMR spectra of dendrimers grown using fluorinated branch 





Figure 5.26. Simulated 19F NMR spectra of dendrimers grown using fluorinated branch, 




– Small molecules were synthesized that contain complementary end groups – azide 
and trimethylsilyl-protected alkyne – for the creation of a molecular ‘toolkit’. 
– A branching unit facilitates the growth of dendritic architectures within the ‘toolkit’. 
– The ‘toolkit’ also contains several heterobifunctional monomeric components, 
including an α,ω-heterobifunctional macromonomer and a photodegradable monomer 
containing the orthonitrobenzyl functionality, and several heterobifunctional 
terminating units. 
– Dendrimacromer construction is sketched schematically and systematically to show 
the variety of architectures it is possible to create using a simple set of components. 
– Construction systems other than CuAAC are discussed and detailed, including an AB-
CD2 approach, an AB-CD approach, and a fluorinated ‘toolkit’, each of which takes 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.42 (dd, J = 1.7, 1.2 Hz, 2H), 8.27 – 8.19 (m, 2H), 8.03 – 
7.94 (m, 2H), 7.80 – 7.72 (m, 4H), 7.62 – 7.52 (m, 4H), 7.50 – 7.41 (m, 4H), 4.67 (s, 4H). 
 
This compound was prepared according to the procedure in Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. E.; 

















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.45 (d, J = 9.5 Hz), 8.31 – 8.22 (m), 8.17 (d, J = 8.5 Hz), 
8.01 (d, J = 7.9 Hz), 7.89 – 7.74 (m), 7.60 (m), 7.48 (m), 4.79 – 4.65 (m). 
 
These compounds were prepared according to the procedure in Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. 
E.; Lei, X.; Turro, N. J.; Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 7748-7754, using a 1:1 
mixture of 3-benzoylbenzoic acid and 4-benzoylbenzoic acid in place of the 3-
benzoylbenzoic acid of the reference. The resultant white sticky hard gum was 
recrystallized from hot ethanol to afford two fractions.  The first fraction (A, bottom) was 
isolated from the filtrand, and the second fraction (B, top) was solid which precipitated 
from the filtrate.  Both A and B were dried overnight in a vacuum oven and used without 
further purification.  NMR analysis of fractions A and B in comparison to 1 yielded 















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.04 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 2H), 8.47 – 8.30 (m, 4H), 7.77 (t, J = 
7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.55 (dd, J = 13.7, 8.7 Hz, 4H), 7.43 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 4.56 – 4.47 (m, 
4H). 
 
This compound was prepared according to the procedure in Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. E.; 
Lei, X.; Turro, N. J.; Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 7748-7754, using 2-


















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.36 – 8.25 (m, 4H), 8.25 – 8.16 (m, 4H), 4.74 (d, J = 2.9 
Hz, 4H). 
 
This compound was prepared according to the procedure in Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. E.; 
Lei, X.; Turro, N. J.; Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 7748-7754, using 4-






















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.83 (dd, J = 5.5, 3.0 Hz, 4H), 7.74 – 7.66 (m, 4H), 3.71 – 
3.63 (m, 4H), 1.67 (dd, J = 14.0, 7.0 Hz, 4H), 1.47 – 1.31 (m, 4H). 
 
Compound 5 is prepared by stirring 1,6-dibromohexane with excess potassium 
phthalimide salt in N,N-dimethylformamide under nitrogen according to Carroll, G.; 
Wang, D.; Turro, N. J.; Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 2899.  Addition of 




















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.68 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 2H), 3.40 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H), 2.47 (t, J 
= 2.5 Hz, 1H), 2.38 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.95 – 1.81 (m, 2H), 1.68 (dt, J = 20.6, 7.5 Hz, 
2H), 1.55 – 1.43 (m, 2H). 
 
The synthesis of 6 involved dissolving propargyl alcohol (0.5 mL, 3.41 mmol, 1 eq.) in 
10 mL of dry pyridine and 10 mL of dry benzene under argon and cooling this solution in 
an ice bath.  6-bromohexanoyl chloride (0.612 mL, 4.1 mmol, 1.2 eq.) was dissolved in 
10 mL of dry benzene under argon was then added dropwise to the propargyl alcohol 
solution and stirred overnight.  The solution was acidified with 1M HCl, then extracted 
twice with CH2Cl2.  The organic layers were twice washed with 1M NaOH, once washed 
with brine, and dried over Na2SO4.  The solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator to 



















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.68 (s, 2H), 3.40 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.37 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 
2H), 1.95 – 1.81 (m, 2H), 1.67 (dt, J = 15.2, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.62 – 1.41 (m, 2H), 0.18 (s, 
9H). 
 
Compound 7 was prepared in the same way as 6 using 3-(trimethylsilyl)-prop-2-yn-1-ol 

























1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.84 (dd, J = 5.5, 3.0 Hz, 2H), 7.71 (dd, J = 5.4, 3.0 Hz, 
2H), 4.66 (s, J = 2.5 Hz, 2H), 3.73 – 3.64 (m, 2H), 2.44 (t, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 2.36 (dd, J = 
12.1, 4.6 Hz, 2H), 1.76 – 1.63 (m, 4H), 1.39 (ddt, J = 13.1, 10.1, 6.4 Hz, 2H). 
 
To substitute the terminal bromide with phthalimide, 6 (0.606 g, 2 mmol, 1 eq.) was 
added to a solution of phthalimide potassium salt (0.441 g, 2.4 mmol, 1.2 eq.) in 50 mL 
of DMF and stirred overnight under argon.  CHCl3 was added to the solution flask and 
the contents were transferred to a separatory funnel containing water. The aqueous layer 
was separated and twice extracted with CHCl3.  The combined organic layers were twice 
extracted with water and the solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator.  Remaining 

























1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.87 – 7.72 (m, 2H), 7.69 (dd, J = 5.4, 3.1 Hz, 2H), 4.65 
(s, 2H), 3.67 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 2.34 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 1.67 (dd, J = 10.2, 5.0 Hz, 4H), 
1.43 – 1.15 (m, 2H), 0.16 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 9H). 
 




















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.80 (ddt, J = 16.9, 10.2, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 5.03 – 4.88 (m, 2H), 
3.24 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 2.03 (dd, J = 14.3, 6.9 Hz, 2H), 1.67 – 1.51 (m, 2H), 1.50 – 1.19 
(m, 10H). 
 
The simple heterobifunctional ‘click transfer’ agent 10-azidodec-1-ene, 10, was 
synthesized by stirring 10-bromodec-1-ene with excess sodium azide in DMF followed 
by aqueous workup according to Tsai, S.-C.; Fu, Y.-S.; Liao, J.-H.; Yu, S. J. Helvetica 
Chimica Acta 2006, 89, 3007.
  
194 
Note: In the 1H NMR spectra for compounds 11 - 19 peaks for CH3CN (δ1.94), H2O 




Methods for determination of bond dissociation energies from Luo, Y.-R. Handbook of 
bond dissociation energies in organic compounds; CRC Press LLC, 2003. 
a. Correlation 
b. Polanyi correlation  
c. Kinetics 
d. Photobromination 
e. Intersecting parabolas 
f. Acidity-oxidation potential measurement 
g. Very low pressure pyrolysis technique 
h. Single-pulse shock tube technique 
i. Electron impact 
j. Reanalysis of pyrolysis data 
k. Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance spectrometry 
l. Proton affinity 
m. Review 
n. Photoionization mass spectrometry 
o. Resonance fluorescence detection 
p. Appearance energy measurements 
q. Laser flash photolysis 
















Figure S11a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 96.9 mM solution of 11 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top). 
 
 
Figure S11b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 11 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S11c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 11. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C. 
 
 
Table S11. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
11, the relation of each representative bond to 11, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 




















































Figure S12a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 92.3 mM solution of 12 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top). 
 
 
Figure S12b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 12 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S12c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 12. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S12. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
12, the relation of each representative bond to 12, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 





















































Figure S13a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 95.7 mM solution of 13 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top).  
 
 
Figure S13b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 13 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S13c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 13. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S13. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
13, the relation of each representative bond to 13, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 









































Figure S14a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 88.6 mM solution of 14 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top). Signals from the aromatic protons of 
14 overlap adduct proton signals in the region δ7.0-7.4. 
 
 
Figure S14b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 14 (CD3CN) before and 
after 120 min irradiation at 350nm. Signals from the aromatic protons of 14 overlap 





Figure S14c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 14. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S14. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
14, the relation of each representative bond to 14, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 




















































Figure S15a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 81.7 mM solution of 15 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top). Signals from the aromatic protons of 
15 overlap adduct proton signals in the region δ7.0-7.4. 
 
 
Figure S15b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 15 (CD3CN) before and 
after 120 min irradiation at 350nm. Signals from the aromatic protons of 15 overlap 





Figure S15c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 15. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C. 
 
 
Table S15. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
15, the relation of each representative bond to 15, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
































Figure S16a.300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 81.4 mM solution of 16 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 120 min (middle), and 360 min (top). 
 
 
Figure S16b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 16 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S16c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 16. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S16. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
16, the relation of each representative bond to 16, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
Representative compound X-H BDE (kcal/mol) Relation to 16 k/ka 
acetic acid  




























Figure S17a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 98.6 mM solution of 17 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 120 min (top). 
 
 
Figure S17b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 17 (CD3CN) before and 







Figure S17c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 17. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C. 
 
 
Table S17. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
17, the relation of each representative bond to 17, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 































H3C CH3  
101.7±0.5n 












Figure S18a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 85.2 mM solution of 18 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 60 min (top).  
 
 
Figure S18b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 18 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S18c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 18. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S18. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
18, the relation of each representative bond to 18, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
Representative compound X-H BDE (kcal/mol) Relation to 18 k/ka 
109±2.4h 

















H3C CH3  
101.7±0.5n 
H3C
















Figure S19a. 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of a 89.2 mM solution of 19 (CD3CN) after 0 
min (bottom), 30 min (middle), and 180 min (top). 
 
 
Figure S19b. Difference between 300 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 19 (CD3CN) before and 





Figure S19c. Plot of decreasing 1H NMR integrals scaled by initial integral and number 
of protons with increasing irradiation time of 19. Each set of data is fit by y = Ae-kt + C.  
 
 
Table S19. Compounds with representative bond dissociation energies for the protons of 
19, the relation of each representative bond to 19, and the competitive rate value of k/ka 
scaled for the number of protons. 
Representative compound X-H BDE (kcal/mol) Relation to 19 k/ka 








































































1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO) δ 13.52 (s, 2H), 8.24 (s, 1H), 7.77 (s, 2H). 
 
The heterotrifunctional branching unit, 21, begins with the diazotization of 5-
aminoisophthalic acid in hydrochloric acid by sodium nitrite according to Pierrat, P.; 
Vanderheiden, S.; Muller, T.; Bräse, S. Chemical Communications 2009, 1748-1750.  




















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.51 (s, 1H), 7.91 (s, 2H), 4.96 (s, 8H), 0.20 (s, 18H). 
 
DCC coupling of 20 according to Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. E.; Lei, X.; Turro, N. J.; 
Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 7748-7754 with two equivalents of 3-

















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.65 (dd, J = 9.6, 6.3 Hz, 2H), 3.27 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 
1.72 – 1.51 (m, 4H), 1.49 – 1.33 (m, 4H), 1.29 (s, 1H). 
 
Compound 22 was prepared by stirring 6-bromohexanol with excess sodium azide in 
N,N-dimethylformamide overnight under nitrogen.  Aqueous workup removed remaining 

















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.48 – 8.41 (m, 1H), 8.31 – 8.22 (m, 1H), 7.99 (m, 1H), 
7.81 (dt, J = 8.5, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 7.67 – 7.46 (m, 4H), 4.46 – 4.31 (m, 2H), 3.27 (t, J = 6.9 
Hz, 2H), 1.89 – 1.70 (m, 2H), 1.62 (dd, J = 9.1, 4.8 Hz, 2H), 1.46 (dt, J = 6.7, 2.7 Hz, 
2H), 1.40 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H). 
 
DCC coupling of 22 with 3-benzoylbenzoic acid according to Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. 


















1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.27 (d, J = 9.4 Hz, 1H), 8.64 (dd, J = 8.1, 5.0 Hz, 1H), 
8.23 (ddd, J = 11.0, 10.2, 4.4 Hz, 4H), 8.14 – 8.03 (m, 3H), 4.77 – 4.44 (m, 2H), 3.31 (t, J 
= 6.9 Hz, 2H), 1.92 (dd, J = 14.7, 6.7 Hz, 2H), 1.78 – 1.63 (m, 2H), 1.62 (d, J = 2.9 Hz, 
4H). 
 
DCC coupling of 22 with pyrene-1-carboxylic acid according to Carroll, G. T.; Sojka, M. 
E.; Lei, X.; Turro, N. J.; Koberstein, J. T. Langmuir 2006, 22, 7748-7754 yielded azide-








































(top) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.16 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 7.68 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.5 Hz, 
1H), 7.50 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 5.48 (s, 2H), 3.28 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.43 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 
2H), 1.77 – 1.55 (m, 4H), 1.46 – 1.36 (m, 2H), 0.27 (s, 9H). 
 
Free radical bromination of 4-bromo-2-nitrotoluene in carbon tetrachloride yielded 4-
bromo-1-(bromomethyl)-2-nitrobenzene (Rzasa, R. M. et al. Bioorganic & Medicinal 
Chemistry 2007, 15, 6574) which was then refluxed in water to yield 4-bromo-1-
(hydroxymethyl)-2-nitrobenzene.  Sonogashira coupling of 4-bromo-1-(hydroxymethyl)-
2-nitrobenzene with 1-trimethylsilylacetylene in triethylamine and tetrahydrofuran 
yielded 4-(2-(trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)-1-(hydroxymethyl)-2-nitrobenzene (Hiraoka, S.; 
Hirata, K.; Shionoya, M. Angewandte Chemie International Edition 2004, 43, 3814).  
















1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.77 (s, 2H), 1.96 (s, 6H), 0.19 (s, 9H). 
 
Compound 26 is the condensation product of 3-(trimethylsilyl)-2-propyn-1-ol with α-
bromoisobutyryl bromide promoted by triethylamine according to Urbani, C. N.; Bell, C. 

































(top) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.09 (s), 7.09 (s,), 6.54 (d) 4.68 (s), 1.88 (s), 1.43 (s), 
1.26 (s), 1.09 – 0.74 (m), 0.48 – 0.05 (m). 
 
(middle) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.35 (s), 8.09 (s), 7.09 (s), 6.54 (d), 5.60 (dd), 
4.68 (s), 4.08 – 3.88 (m), 3.75 (s), 1.85 (s), 1.44 (s), 1.26 (s,), 1.10 – 0.79 (m), 0.17 (s), 
0.07 (d). 
 
(bottom) 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.77 (s, 2H), 1.96 (s, 6H), 0.19 (s, 9H). 
 
Compound 27 is prepared by polymerization of styrene under standard ATRP conditions 
using 26 as the ATRP initiator.  Stirring the resulting polymer with sodium azide in N,N-
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